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m  WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. 
Not for children under 3 yrs.1
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m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — This toy is or 
contains a small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.2

Lakeshore safety key
Some items in our catalog have important safety notices.  To 
find them, just look for the number keys below, which are 

located with the product descriptions.

m WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — This toy is or 
contains a marble. Not for children under 3 yrs.

If you have any questions or would like assistance placing an order,  
contact your Lakeshore Regional Manager!

eastern Pa
Adam Wolff • (800) 421-5354, ext. 7803

awolff@lakeshorelearning.com

Western Pa
Matt Mignogna • (800) 421-5354, ext. 7827

mmignogna@lakeshorelearning.com

Current pricing in effect until January 2012.  If ordering after this date, please contact us at (800) 421-5354.

Materials always in stock

fast, Dependable shipping

Learning Materials you Won’t 
find anywhere else

No-hassle return Policy

Products tested & Certified     
for safety

3

3

3

3

3

What else can you expect from Lakeshore?
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*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents. 3

Standard 15.1: Constructing and Gathering Knowledge - Curiosity and Initiative; Risk Taking; Stages of Play
Approaches to Learning Through Play: Constructing, Organizing and Applying Knowledge

FF357 n ALL ABOUT SCIENCE ACTIVITY READERS         
Students classify plants & animals, match baby animals to their mothers, sort 
living & nonliving things, and more with our engaging activity readers!  10 
paperback books feature simple text and full-color photographs that introduce 
children to fascinating life science topics they’ll love to explore.  Best of all, each 
12-pg. book includes 10 corresponding activity cards for hands-on reinforcement 
of each concept.       39.95

You get 10 engaging photo books, each with its own corresponding activity!

TT820X n LANGUAGE INSTANT LEARNING CENTERS - SET 1     
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Our ready-to-use centers 
make independent learning a breeze—even for nonreaders!  The centers 
have everything children need to build beginning language skills—from 
letter recognition & printing to letter sounds & word building.  Just set out 
the mate rials, intro duce the activity…and let students work at their own pace!  
Each cen ter is designed for up to 4 children to work at once, with a double-
sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…
and simple picture instructions that are a cinch for students to follow on their 
own.  8 centers, each with a write & wipe assessment card.          179.00 

Each center comes with enough materials for up to 4 children! 

AX30 n LAKESHORE DOUGH ASSORTMENT SET 2         
Add more color to dough creations with our vibrant collection of 6 appeal-
ing shades!  Each comes in a lidded, 3-pound tub to keep dough fresh.  6 tubs 
of nontoxic dough in the 6 colors shown.                49.95
Each tub is also available separately. Each    8.95
AX9 n Pink AX10 n Turquoise AX7 n Lime
AX11 n White AX12 n Lilac AX3 n Black

FF934 n SLOT-TOGETHER HARDWOOD GEO BUILDERS         
Children construct any 3-D creation they can imagine…with wooden builders 
that are super-easy to slide together!  Our Geo Builders come in 4 bright 
colors and 4 different geometric shapes—children just slot them together 
any way they like to build tons of towering structures.  Set of 64 sturdy wood 
pieces; rectangle pieces measure 2 1⁄4" x 4 1⁄2".                                   29.95

Includes 4 fun shapes!

HH289 n MIRRORS  
SCIENCE CENTER     
Give children a fun,  
engaging way to  
explore the proper- 
ties of mirrors—from  
every angle!  Our  
innovative center  
comes with child-safe,  
shatterproof mirrors in  
3 fun designs, plus  
9 activity cards with simple hands-on activities.  Children just place a 
manipulative or science specimen in front of the mirrors…to investigate 
reflection, symmetry, light and more!  3 scratch-resistant mirrors are 
encased in hardwood frames.  Tri-fold mirror is 5 1⁄4" x 12" when open.    59.95

With 9 hands-on 
activities!

GG355 n SORT & MATCH 
FIVE SENSES GAME    
mCHOKING HAZARD (1,2). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Which 
of your senses would you 
use to explore a watermel-
on? Would you use your 
sense of touch or smell to 
identify a prickly porcupine? 
Children find out as they sort easy-to-recognize objects onto illustrated 
sorting mats! Our fun-filled matching game has 5 sorting mats that 
represent the 5 senses. Kids just match cute miniatures like a xylophone 
and an ice cube to corresponding pictures on the mats—building 
classification skills and learning all about their senses as they go. Plus, 
the mats are double-sided for 2 levels of play…so children can flip them 
over to match without picture clues for an extra challenge! Includes 5 
mats and 30 manipulatives. Mats are 10". For 1 to 5 players.         34.95
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Approaches to Learning Through Play: Constructing, Organizing and Applying Knowledge
Standard 15.2: Organizing and Understanding Information - Engagement, Attention and Persistence, Task Analysis, Reasoning and Problem Solving

RA181 n BEST-BUY JUMBO BUILDING BRICKS - CLASS SET -  
180 PCS.    mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*   
Our jumbo-sized bricks feature a chunky, snap-together design, so even begin-
ning builders can get in on the fun!  The easy-fitting plastic pieces come in a 
variety of kid-pleasing shapes, colors and styles…including everything children 
need to construct giant-sized build ings with fun arch ways and working doors, 
real-rolling cars and trucks…and much more!  Set comes in a handy plastic 
storage tub.  Basic bricks measure 2 1⁄2".                                              39.95

TT522 n FARM SHAPES PROJECT KIT         
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  From a fluffy rooster to a fuzzy 
sheep, you get all children need to design & decorate 24 farm shapes in 4 fun 
designs!  With foam hooves & ears, fleece circles, colored feath ers, craft hair, 
glue & more.                                                                                      29.95

FF554 n KNOW YOUR COLORS SORTING BASKETS        
Children explore colors —and build essential pre-reading skills—with our 
hands-on sorting baskets!  Students sort 72 colorful chipboard socks into 6 
coordinating “laundry baskets”—developing visual discrimination with every 
match.  Best of all, the socks come in a variety of shades and patterns…for 
lots of different sorting options!  Baskets are 4 1⁄4".                                 19.95

FF597 n GIANT PIPE BUILDERS         
Perfect for large-scale structures, our huge pipes let children get 
physically active as they create colossal constructions!  Plus, the 
rugged plastic design  
makes the builders  
great for outdoor use.  
24 easy-grip, 12"  
pipes & 16 connectors  
in 4 shapes—for endless  
building possibilities.   
                          69.95

JJ779 n BUTTON SORTING CENTER        
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Our bright, irresistible buttons 
feature a variety of dif fer ent attributes for students to sort…giving children 
focused, hands-on practice with concepts like big & small, geometric shape, 
counting & more!  The ready-to-use center includes 120 plastic buttons & 15 
different activity mats that give children lots of room to sort…students just place 
the buttons onto each mat to sort by size, shape, color & number of holes.  
Mats are 10" x 13"; with activity ideas.                                                34.95

HH671 n LACING SKILLS LEARNING CENTER     
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Now every child can enjoy the 
skill-building fun of lacing…at a level that’s just right for them!  Our learning 
center features 3 different sets of lacers & beads that gradually decrease in 
size—from extra-thick rope & oversized rings to thinner cord & smaller 
cubes!  You get a total of 140 beads & 12 lacers in a divided box.          49.95
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*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.

Standard 15.3: Applying Knowledge - Creativity, Flexibility and Invention
Approaches to Learning Through Play: Constructing, Organizing and Applying Knowledge

B250A n HARDWOOD UNIT BLOCKS - STARTER SET       
Our blocks are the best you can buy—and we have a 50-year guarantee to 
prove it!  As children design and build using our classic Hardwood Unit 
Blocks, they practice problem solving, develop percep tion skills, even 
explore basic math and science.  Blocks are made of solid hardrock maple, 
kiln-dried, sanded & beveled for perfect building balance.  And if any block 
breaks or splinters within 50 years of the date of purchase, we will replace it at 
no charge!  Each block is precisely related in size to the basic unit block  
(1 3⁄8" x 2 3⁄4" x 5 1⁄2") for a comfortable series of relationships that makes it 
easy for children to create & learn.  Our Starter Set contains 108 blocks in 14 
shapes. Accessories sold separately.      249.00

Push together & build!

BRISTLE BUILDERS         
These unbreak able blocks assure success for little builders!  The soft bristles 
interlock when pushed together and stay attached until pulled apart.  Each 
set con tains blocks in lots of shapes & sizes, plus wheels that really turn.  
Made of tough poly ethy lene; longest piece is 4 3⁄4".   
BT750 n Starter Set    Set includes 50 pieces. 19.95
BT751 n Class Set    Over 110 pcs.; with a building base.  (Shown.) 39.95

GG165X n LET’S TALK! STORYTELLING PUPPETS          
Our adorable puppets have big working mouths and movable arms that make it easy  
for children to retell their favorite fairy tales…and develop oral language skills as they  
play!  Each set includes 4 plush pup pets based on a classic story—with cute, stitched-on 
details and rugged, machine-washable con struction.  Puppets measure 10"-12".  You 
get all 3 puppet sets shown.  Books sold separately.                                      109.00
See chart to order individual puppet sets and corresponding books.  

  Title Puppet Set Hardcover Book
Goldilocks & the Three Bears GG166 39.95 BB291 15.99

The Three Little Pigs GG167 39.95 BB292 15.99

The Three Billy Goats Gruff  GG168 39.95 BB293 15.99
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Standard 15.4: Learning Through Experience - Home-School Identity, Resilience and Culture
Approaches to Learning Through Play: Constructing, Organizing and Applying Knowledge

 
FF942 n CULTURES OF THE WORLD THEME BOX     
mCHOKING HAZARD (1,2). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Children learn all about 
different cultures…with comprehensive, hands-on lessons that span the 
curriculum! From play food and musical instruments to photo cards, a globe and 
more, our theme box is packed with materials that help children explore 
different cultures—and learn about the fascinating lives of people all over the 
world. Plus, you get a guide with tons of involving activities that cover 10 
curriculum areas—from math to dramatic play. Materials come in a plastic tub.                 
                           49.95 

Standard 9.1a: Production and Performance: Music and Movement
Creative Thinking and Expression: Communication Through the Arts

LC1430 n LAKESHORE 
30-PLAYER PRESCHOOL 
RHYTHM SET    Includes 2 each of 
tambourines, wrist & ankle bells and 
triangles; 2 pairs of sand blocks, finger 
cymbals & maracas; 1 each of tom-tom, 
bongo drum, jingle clog, castanets, 
Chino tone block, guiro tone block, 
tick-tock block, hand bell & cluster 
bells; 1 pair of claves; 2 pairs of cym-
bals & 5 pairs of rhythm sticks.  In a 
plastic box with a lid.     179.95

zip snap button

buckle lace tie

AA330X n DRESSING FRAMES - COMPLETE SET       
Our beautifully crafted Dressing Frames encourage beginners to practice 
dressing skills & develop finger dexterity!  The sturdy, lightweight frames 
have extra-large snaps, buttons & more, so they’re perfect for little hands…
and the solid hardwood frames have thickly padded, double-sewn covers 
for years of use.  You get both frame sets shown, for a total of six 9" x 11" 
frames.  Each set comes in a vinyl pouch.   59.95
AA371 n Zip, Snap & Button Dressing Frames    3 frames. 34.95 
AA372 n Buckle, Lace & Tie Dressing Frames    3 frames. 34.95

RA303 n ME, MY FRIENDS & FAMILY PAPERBACK LIBRARY     
From a new baby in the house to a best friend who goes away for the summer, 
our book collection pro  vides a fun & inviting way to explore ideas and 
situations young chil dren encounter every day!  Each book covers a different 
topic—like self-image, friendship & family ties—with engaging stories, simple 
text and wonderful illustrations.  12 paperback books.                       82.50
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Standard 9.1a: Production and Performance: Music and Movement
Creative Thinking and Expression: Communication Through the Arts

TT681 n ACTIVITY SCARVES    Add excitement to music & movement 
activ ities—with bright nylon scarves that are lots of fun to wave, toss, twirl and 
more!  You get a set of 12 scarves in 6 colors; each scarf measures 18" square.   
    16.95

DD127 n LAKESHORE WRIST RIBBONS - SET OF 12        
Our stretchy satin ribbons slide right onto children’s wrists—keeping their 
hands free to dance, wave, clap and more!  12 ribbons include 2 each of 6 
bright colors; the machine-washable ribbons are 15 1⁄2" long.                     19.95

EE493 n LAKESHORE CLASSROOM CD & SINGLE CASSETTE 
PLAYER    Our heavy-duty player is loaded with the features teachers use 
most—from super-simple controls and an easy-to-read digital display to both 1⁄4" 
and 1⁄8" jacks that fit all standard-size headphones!  Unit has an AM/FM radio, 
a programmable CD player, and a cas sette deck with recording capabilities.  
There’s even a built-in micro phone & an auxiliary jack that lets you play directly 
from your MP3 player!  Rugged, 18 1⁄2" unit uses AC power or 8 “D” batteries 
(not included).                                                                                        169.00

LC4250X n LAKESHORE LISTENING CENTER         
Portable, organized, convenient—that’s our Listening Center!  The 
sturdy hard wood center features 8 kid-sized headphones and an 
8-station junc tion box with volume controls…with plenty of room 
inside to store and organize over 35 cas settes or over 40 CDs.  The 
center mea sures 18"w x 13 3⁄4"d x 14 1⁄2"h.   159.00
LC4254 n Storage Center Only     
Hardwood storage center only, with plenty of room for our junction 
box, head phones, plus cassettes or CDs.     39.95

LC241 n HEAVY-DUTY  
DRUMS - SET OF 4      
Our classroom-tough drums will stand 
up to all the tapping, pounding and 
playing children can dish out!  Each 
8" drum has a sturdy plastic design…
and comes complete with a big, 
round-edge mallet that’s easy for 
children to grip as they play.  The 
mallets even fit into the side of each 
drum for easy storage!  4 drums & 4 
mallets.                                  39.95

LC4250X 
(CDs not included.)
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Standard 9.1b: Production and Performance: Dramatic and Performance Play
Creative Thinking and Expression: Communication Through the Arts

DD491 n LAKESHORE 
MARKET    Bring the 
corner grocery store right 
into the classroom with a 
realistic market sized just 
for children!  Sturdy hard-
wood mar ket has angled 
shelving in front & 3 plastic 
baskets to dis play pretend 
foods…and spacious 
shelves under neath for 

cans, cartons & more.  Plus, a roomy 
countertop has lots of space for bagging grocer ies or 

ring ing up sales…and there’s even extra stor age in back for easy 
re stock ing!  35"w x 20"d x 52"h.  GREENGUARD® Certified.  Some assembly 
req.  Play food sold separately.                                                   299.00

LM366 n BEST-BUY  
MULTICULTURAL PLAY 
FOOD ASSORTMENT        
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Here’s 
a great way to introduce 
children to cultures from 
around the world!  Our giant 
set includes 100 rugged 
plastic pieces representing 
cuisine from Japan, Italy, 
China and Mexico—from 
sushi rolls and Italian sausage to steamed dumplings and tortilla chips.  
Set comes in a handy storage tub; pizza measures 6 1⁄2".      39.95

DD516 n PRETEND & PLAY  
COMBO KITCHEN       
Our incredible kitchen center 
gives children maximum play 
value…in mini mum space!  The 
sturdy hardwood kitchen has 
lots of realistic details, like 
movable knobs, working doors 
and pretend burners…even 
see-inside doors on the oven & 
microwave.  Plus, you get a 
built-in hutch and tons of 
stor  age space—so play dishes 
and food are always in reach!  
50"w x 16"d x 44"h; comes with 
mag netic door closures and a 
safety hinge on the oven.  Easy 
assembly.  Play dishes and food 
are sold separately.      499.00

LC890X n LAKESHORE CAREER COSTUME SET     
Realistic, easy-on costumes—designed to fit a wide range of sizes!  
Our school-quality outfits fea ture simple, slip-on designs and adjustable 
hook & loop closures that make dress-up a breeze.  Set includes all 10 
costumes below.                                                               329.00

AA315 n LET’S PRETEND 
STAGE & STORE    Our charm ing 
theater doubles as a store—for twice 
the fun and play value!  It has mov-
able cur tains that are easy to open 
& close, plus a stage that children can 
also use as a counter for grocer ies.  
There are even chalk board areas 
at the top & bottom, so children 
can write the name of their theater 
or store, post showtimes or daily 
specials, and more!  Hard wood;  
31 3⁄4"w x 12"d x 34"h.  Assembly 
required.  Puppets are not included.       
 99.50

LA827 n LAKESHORE PUPPET TREE    Con veniently 
store up to 12 of children’s fav or ite hand puppets—with 
ease!  Hard wood pup pet tree has thick, round-tipped 
dow els and a simple de sign that makes it easy for chil dren 
to help them selves.  Unit is 16"w x 16"d x 30 1⁄4"h.  Easy 
assembly.  Pup pets are not included.                     39.95

More shelves in back!

RR580X n BIG MOUTH  
ANIMALS PUPPET SET     
Our plush pup pets have giant 
work ing mouths & movable arms…
so children can perform—and 
verbalize—with ease!  Plus, each 
kid-friendly puppet fea tures de-
light ful details, encouraging children to get into the act.  Set of 6 machine-
washable, dryer-safe puppets; each is 8" to 10".    49.95
RR581 n Cow 9.95 RR586 n Bear 9.95
RR582 n Pig 9.95 RR585 n Dog 9.95
RR584 n Duck    9.95 RR583 n Frog 9.95
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TT274 n CLASSROOM COLLAGE BOX    mCHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Everything an entire class of eager young artists needs for 
exciting, no-fail collages!  Colossal assortment of textures, shapes and colors can 
be glued into all kinds of creations.  You get all the supplies listed below.     59.95
• 6 jars of glitter • 1⁄2 lb. collage gems             • 60 feet of art yarn
• 1 lb. collage beads  • 400 foam shapes            • 1⁄2 lb. assorted buttons
• 400 foam beads    • 1⁄4 lb. spangles & sequins     • 1⁄2 oz. colored feathers
• 300 assorted pom-poms   • 2 oz. crinkle strips             • 50 sparkly pipe stems
• 100 colored pipe stems • 10 yards of lacing cord        • 300 wiggly eyes
• 100 jumbo colored • 30 collage boards 
   craft sticks

Standard 9.1c: Production and Performance: Visual Arts
Creative Thinking and Expression: Communication Through the Arts

AX20 n LAKESHORE DOUGH 
ASSORTMENT SET 1    Here’s 
nontoxic, pleasant-smelling dough 
in six super-bright colors!  The 
lidded, 3-pound plastic tubs keep 
dough fresh and pliable.  Assortment 
pack includes 6 tubs of dough in the 
6 colors shown at left.      49.95

LA949 n LAKESHORE HEAVY-DUTY HARDWOOD 
EASEL    Our rugged easel was built to endure years of 
use, and we have a 10-year guarantee to prove it!  Hard-
wood easel has two 24" painting sur faces made of 
dur able write & wipe mate   rial…so when children aren’t 
painting, they can draw with write & wipe markers.  Sturdy 
wood trays each hold up to 6 paint cups & adjust to 3 
heights.  24"w x 21 3⁄4"d x 47"h; with no-slip leg tips and 
4 easel clips.  Easy assembly.                                 119.00

Wooden handles &  
100% natural bristles. 

PX2020 n FULLY WASHABLE 
LIQUID TEMPERA ASSORTMENT 
Our superior paints wash off of skin 
& clothing, and fea ture bright colors 
that go on smoothly!  10 one-pint 
bottles in 10 colors.                 26.50

LAKESHORE HEAVY-DUTY BRUSHES 
Easy to grip & easy to use, these big brushes are 
made for begin ners…and color-coordinated to our 
No-Spill Paint Cups.  

RA166 n Natural Bristles - 10-Color Set         
Ten brushes with wooden handles & all-natural 
bristles.  Each measures 7 1⁄2" long.  5.95

LC170 n PEOPLE SHAPES™ PROJECT KIT         
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Children can create self- 
portraits, favorite storybook characters and more!  You get 24 chip board 
people shapes in 12 People Colors®, plus cute felt outfits, craft hair, wiggly  
eyes, spangles, sequins, glue, craft sticks and more.  29.95
LC169 n People Shapes™    24 extra chipboard people.     6.95
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Standard 9.2: Historical and Cultural Context of Works in the Arts
Creative Thinking and Expression: Communication Through the Arts

RE100X n INSTRUMENTS FROM AROUND THE WORLD  
COLLECTION    mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Add rhythm 
& music to your multi cultural lessons…with easy-to-play instruments from around 
the globe!  Our diverse collection features 10 lively instruments—from beau tifully 
woven Ghanaian rattles & rhythmic Peruvian maracas to a frog-shaped Asian 
rasp.  The instruments are sized just for little hands…and each is made of au-
thentic, classroom-tough materials.  Gong is 10" tall.                                  95.00

FR760DX n MULTICULTURAL MUSIC CD LIBRARY         
Celebrate diversity with a rich variety of multicultural music children are sure to 
love!  Our incredible library features lively dances, beau tiful rhythms and fun-to-
sing songs—all designed to teach tolerance & respect for others.  All 5 CDs 
shown above.                                                                                     76.95

JC13 n RHYTHM STICK 
ACTIVITY KIT     
Our colorful wooden sticks 
help children develop eye/
hand coordination & 
rhythm.  Kit includes an 
activity book with over 50 
ideas for one- & two-stick 
games.  24 sticks; each is 
12".                            24.95

Standards 9.3-4: Critical and Aesthetic Responses to Works in the Arts

JJ648 n MAGNETIC DISPLAY CLIPS     
These super-strong clips stick to any mag netic sur-
face—so it’s easy to display chil dren’s art work, writing 
projects & more!  Set of 20 clips with wet-erase labels; 
each measures 3 1⁄2".                                         24.95

AA315 n LET’S PRETEND 
STAGE & STORE         
Our charm ing theater doubles 
as a store—for twice the fun 
and play value!  It has mov able 
cur tains that are easy to open 
& close, plus a stage that chil-
dren can also use as a counter 
for grocer ies.  There are even 
chalk board areas at the top & 
bottom, so children can write 
the name of their theater or 
store, post showtimes or daily 
specials, and more!  Hard wood; 
31 3⁄4"w x 12"d x 34"h.  Assembly 
required.  Puppets not included.   
                                      99.50

RR650X n LET’S TALK! KID 
PUPPETS SET    Super-soft and 
super-easy for children to handle, our 
Let’s Talk! Kid Puppets Set makes 
puppet play twice as fun!  All of 
these multi-ethnic puppets feature 
real-working mouths to encourage 
self-expression and build language 
skills.  Plus, the puppets have 
permanently stitched-on accessories 
like a hat, hair rib bons and buttons!  
You get a complete set of 8 
machine-washable, polyester 
puppets.  Each puppet measures  
11 1⁄2".                                    99.50
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Standard 2.1: Numbers, Number Systems and Number Relationships
Mathematical Thinking and Expression: Exploring, Processing and Problem Solving

LL707 n MATCH-THE-NUMBER 
COUNTING KIT     
mCHOKING HAZARD (1).  
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Children master 
counting and one-to-one corre-
spondence—as they count & match 
colorful fish!  Our kit includes 20 tactile 
num ber cards that let children touch 
& explore numbers 1-20, plus 20 cor-
re sponding picture cards printed with 
fish for students to count.  Chil dren 
just place 2 matching cards onto the 
freestanding chart…then count out the 
number using chipboard fish that stick 
right on!  12" x 13" chart has a hook & 
loop-receptive surface that all 20 fish eas-
ily adhere to; includes a guide.     29.95

FF409 n ALL ABOUT 
NUMBERS LEARNING 
CHART         
mCHOKING HAZARD (1).  
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Our 
all-in-one learning chart 
makes it a cinch to 
represent numbers in a 
variety of ways—for 
focused math practice one 
number at a time!  You get 
everything you need to 
teach numbers 1 to 12, 
including write & wipe, 
tactile number cards for 
printing practice…hook & 
loop candy pieces for 
counting…and activity 
cards for building & solving 
simple addition problems.  
There’s even a “piggy 
bank” with hook & loop 
coins for basic money 
practice and a clock with a 
movable hour hand for 
introducing time-telling 
concepts.  27" x 37 1⁄2" 
chart has labeled pockets 
to store all 101 pieces.    
                              49.95

RR945 n LAKESHORE 
COUNTING BOXES -  
COMPLETE SET     
mCHOKING HAZARD (1,2). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Our 
activity-filled boxes each 
have 10 picture mats labeled 
with num bers 1 through 
10, plus tons of irresistible 
manipu latives that belong in 
each picture.  Children just 
count out manipula tives to 
match the number printed on 
the mat—and in stantly com-
plete each fun-filled scene!  10 
boxes—each with 10 mats, over 55 manipula tives & 
a guide—all in a 20" metal rack.                       179.00

TT625 n PEG NUMBER BOARDS    mCHOKING HAZARD (1).  
Not for under 3 yrs.*  As children fit 9 pegs into the “9” board and 3 pegs into 
the “3” board, they get tons of hands-on count ing practice—and learn 
to as sociate num bers and quanti ties.  Set includes ten 4" x 8" foam rubber 
boards and 60 big, easy-grip plastic pegs.                                         34.95

GG791 n CALENDAR MATH ACTIVITY PROGRAM      
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Our compre hen sive program 
makes it easy to provide daily math prac tice—from counting and patterning to 
place value and problem solving—all in one ready-to-use center!  In addition to a 
complete daily calendar, there are separate areas for reinforcing essential math 
skills—right on the chart.  Simply introduce a different activity each day at 
calendar time to help stu dents practice place value, sharpen problem solving 
skills, make and verify estimates, duplicate and extend patterns, and much more!  
The sturdy, 39" x 44" nylon chart comes ready to hang, and includes more than 
225 cards, an estimation jar, counting sticks and more.  Comes complete with 
an activity guide.                                                                                         99.00

LC1650X n LAKESHORE 
MATH COUNTERS  
LIBRARY 1     
mCHOKING HAZARD (1,2). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Hands-
on counters make math 
concepts easy to grasp…
with hun dreds of kid-pleasing 
objects for students to count, 
measure, compare & sort!  
Library includes 6 sturdy, 6 1⁄4" 
plastic jars (one of each listed 
below), plus 6 activity guides.   
  139.00
LC1651 n Size & Color Bug Counters       24.95
LC1652 n Dinosaur Counters     24.95
LC1657 n Size & Color Teddy Counters     24.95
LC1670 n Fun Fruit Counters      24.95
LC1667 n Sea Animal Counters     24.95
LC1668 n Vehicle Counters     24.95
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Standard 2.2: Computation and Estimation
Mathematical Thinking and Expression: Exploring, Processing and Problem Solving

TT956 n ESTIMATION INSTANT LEARNING CENTER     
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Kids get a solid grasp of estima-
tion—with an instant activity center that makes independent practice a snap! Our 
ready-to-use center features step-by-step instructions that kids can easily follow 
on their own: Just set out the materials…then students use fun bug counters and 
4 clear-view jars to estimate different numbers of bugs! The center has enough 
materials for up to 4 children to work at once, including a double-sided instruc-
tion chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple picture 
instructions, so even nonreaders can participate. With 4 different jars, 80 plastic 
bugs, 4 counting mats, plus a write & wipe assessment card.                    24.95

TT955 n COUNTING INSTANT LEARNING CENTER     
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Build counting skills and  
reinforce number recognition—with an instant activity center that makes indepen-
dent practice a snap! Our ready-to-use center features step-by-step instructions 
that kids can easily follow on their own: Just set out the materials…then students 
use fun ant counters and illustrated mats to explore numbers 1 through 10! The 
center has enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once, including a  
double-sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…
and simple picture instructions, so even nonreaders can participate. With 4 
activity mats, 250 counters, plus a write & wipe assessment card.            24.95

LL931 n LITERATURE-BASED COUNTING CENTER        
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  As children follow along with 
a rhyming book, they fill 4 crayon boxes with the match ing num ber of plastic 
crayons & count from 1-10!  With 40 crayons and 40 number labels for the 
boxes.                                                                                                   29.95

LA1756 n HANDS-ON COUNTING CENTER     
mCHOKING HAZARD (1,2). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Children practice counting 
pretty flower petals…with fun, stackable counters kids will love to use! Our 
center features 4 different activity mats and 200 stackable plastic counters. Kids 
just stack the counters onto each numbered flower printed on their mat…
counting from 1 through 10 as they go! Laminated activity mats are 6 1⁄4" x 9".   
     24.95

GG170X n FUN TO COUNT GAMES - COMPLETE SET     
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Super-appealing & easy to 
play, our hands-on games make count ing more fun than ever!  Each game fea-
tures a kid-pleasing theme with 4 stur dy containers, over 40 mani pu latives & a 
die.  Players roll the die, count the correct number of manipu latives…and race 
to fill their baskets with berries, their plates with cook ies & more!  All 4 games 
shown above.                                                                                        89.95

HH275 n EARLY MATH COUNTING PARTNER GAME     
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*   Our super-involving game 
makes it easier than ever to reinforce counting and one-to-one correspon-
dence! You get enough materials for 2 children to play together—including a 
game board, spinner and 2 frog pawns. Plus, we’ve included step-by-step, 
illustrated instructions, so even nonreaders can play. Students simply take 
turns spinning and moving their frogs along the corresponding number of lily 
pads—getting hands-on counting practice as they go! Comes complete with 
a guide.                                                                                                14.95
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Standard 2.3: Measurement and Estimation
Mathematical Thinking and Expression: Exploring, Processing and Problem Solving

JD642 n LAKESHORE STUDENT CLOCKS - SET OF 12         
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Our stur dy wooden clocks give the 
whole class hands-on practice with telling time!  Clocks have plastic stands and color-
coded hour and minute hands.  Set of 12; each is 4" x 4 1⁄4".                          19.95

LL407 n HOW MUCH DOES IT WEIGH? MEASUREMENT CENTER     
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Our hands-on center gives 
students an instant, visual grasp of beginning mea sure ment concepts—as they 
compare & contrast the weights of big plastic buttons, wooden & aluminum 
cubes, and more!  24 illustrated activity cards show which objects to place on 
each side of the scale…as children ex plore concepts like heavy, light, balance 
and more.  With 40 manipulatives & a wooden card stand.                      29.95

LL409 n HOW LONG IS IT? MEASUREMENT CENTER       
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Students meas  ure pencils, 
tables, even classmates—and get an instant, con crete grasp of length & 
width!  Our skill-building center features 24 activity cards with sim ple, illustrated 
instruc tions that are just right for beginners…plus all the manip ulatives children 
need to complete each activity—from snap-together inchworms to measure-
ment feet!  With 130 manipulatives & a wooden stand.                          29.95

Standard 2.4: Mathematical Reasoning and Connections

RR414 n ALL-PURPOSE CLASSROOM BALANCE    Our super-ver satile bal ance 
has roomy buck  ets with remov    able lids, so you can fill the buckets with hard-to-
measure items or place objects on top!  Ideal for measuring liquids, small objects 
like weights & pebbles, or even large objects, the sturdy buckets are fully washable 
and easy to remove.  Tough plastic balance is 15" long.                                 19.95

FF119 n EXPLORING SHAPES 
DISCOVERY KIT         
mCHOKING HAZARD (1,2).  
Not for under 3 yrs.*   
Children get a concrete 
introduction to geometry—with 
an innovative kit that lets them 
explore 3-D shapes hands on!  
Our discovery kit includes 3 sets 
of 5 shapes (a cube, cylinder, 
sphere, cone & square pyramid)… 
3 write & wipe charts for exploring 
attributes and recording predic-
tions and results…even a 10 1⁄2" 
chipboard ramp that helps 
students see how shapes move.  
With a guide.                   29.95

RE316 n UP TO A GALLON MEASUREMENT SET     
This see-inside set gives children lots of ways to measure & compare 
liquids or dry materials like rice & sand—from one ounce to one full 
gallon!  You get 5 dishwasher-safe plastic containers with lids, 
including a cup, pint, quart, half-gallon and gallon—all clearly labeled 
with standard measurements.  Gallon is 11" tall; with a guide.    39.95
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Standard 2.5: Mathematical Problem Solving and Communication
Mathematical Thinking and Expression: Exploring, Processing and Problem Solving

Standards 2.6-7: Statistics & Data Analysis and Probability & Predictions

DD741 n LAKESHORE  
HANDS-ON GRAPHING TRAY    
Children graph with our skill- 
building tray that is perfect for use 
with our Math Counters!  Tray 
features handy, molded compart-
ments that fit all of the counters sold 
on page 11.  Children just place the 
counters right into the tray to 
explore concepts hands on…and 
easily keep the pieces in place as 
they work!  Tray is a big 10 3⁄4" x 14 1⁄4".  
Counters are sold separately.    9.95

LA1757 n HANDS-ON GRAPHING CENTER    
mCHOKING HAZARD (1,2). Not for under 3 yrs.* 
Children create “car race” graphs with miniature 
vehicles…and build graphing skills in a super-involving 
way! Our center features 4 activity mats and 140 car 
counters in 4 colors and 2 fun styles. Kids just sort the 
cars onto the mats to create their own bar graphs, then 
practice interpreting each graph as they compare each 
column of cars! Laminated activity mats are 6 1⁄4" x 9".   
   24.95

TT954 n GRAPHING INSTANT LEARNING 
CENTER    mCHOKING HAZARD (1).  
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Graphing practice is more 
involving than ever—with an instant activity center 
that makes independent practice a snap! Our 
ready-to-use center features step-by-step 
instructions that kids can easily follow on their own: 
Just set out the materials…then students simply roll 
the dice to graph colorful counters right onto their 
mats! The center has enough materials for up to 4 
children to work at once, including a double-sided 
instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to 
the activities…and simple picture instructions, so 
even nonreaders can participate. With 4 activity 
mats, 120 counters in 3 colors, 4 dice, plus a  
write & wipe assessment card.                       24.95

HH535X n SORT & SLIDE MATH ACTIVITY CENTERS -  
COMPLETE SET    Our ready-to-use activity centers make it easier than 
ever to build math skills!  Each center includes a freestanding board with 
built-in slider panels, plus 60 chipboard sorting tiles.  Students just slide 
3 starter tiles into the board…then add matching picture tiles to practice 
color identification, classify objects by shape, explore numbers 1-20 & 
more!  There’s even a magnetic flap at the bottom of the board to release 
the tiles & sort again!  3 centers; boards are 10 3⁄4" x 10 3⁄4". 69.95 
HH536 n Shapes & Colors Activity Center    (Shown.) 24.95 
HH537 n Numbers & Counting Activity Center 24.95
HH538 n Button Sorting Activity Center 24.95  

HH399 n READ & SOLVE 
WORD PROBLEM 
CENTER    Children build 
addition & subtraction skills 
with numbers 1-10…as they 
solve simple word problems 
hands on!  Designed for up 
to 4 children at once, our 
center includes 80 counters, 
4 activity mats and 24 
problem cards.  Children just 
use the counters to work out 
each problem on their mats...then flip the cards over to check their answers!  
With a 10" wooden display stand.                                                    29.95

RA468 n 3-D MAGNET BUILDERS - STARTER SET    It’s easy to create 
fun, 3-D constructions…with magnetic builders that connect on every side—at any 
angle!  The plastic shapes have safe, fully contained magnets that are a cinch to 
connect…and only one side of each piece is colored, so children know which sides 
attract & which repel!  Square is 2 3⁄8".  You get 32 pieces in 2 shapes. 39.95

Connect from any angle—for 
unlimited design possibilities!
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Standards 2.6-7: Statistics & Data Analysis and Probability & Predictions
Mathematical Thinking and Expression: Exploring, Processing and Problem Solving

TT928 n QUESTION OF THE 
DAY CHART KIT    With 100 
engaging questions, our 
innovative kit gets the whole class 
talking & building early literacy!  
Slide a double-sided question 
card into the top of the chart, add 
our color-coded answer cards…
and students stick write & wipe 
name cards to the chart to graph 
their responses.  Plus, each answer 
card has a picture and a word, so 
even nonreaders can participate.  
18" x 35 1⁄2" nylon chart comes with 
over 180 cards, plus blanks for 
your own ques tions & answers.      
                                              49.95

Standard 2.8: Algebra and Functions

DD764 n COUNT AND LINK    mCHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*   Give students a fun-filled way to 
practice counting and learn to visualize quantities…with cute, 
numbered elephants children can’t resist!  You get 20 
double-sided chipboard elephants labeled with numbers 
1-20…plus 250 plas tic links in 4 bright colors.  The links 
snap right onto each elephant’s trunk…students just link 
them together to count out each number—for involving, 
hands-on math practice with plenty of visual reinforcement!  
Elephants measure 4" x 4 1⁄2".                                      19.95

TT426 n PATTERNING  
MATCH-UPS    Children put together 
these super-simple match-ups…for a 
super-involving way to practice pattern-
ing! Set includes 20 two-piece puzzles 
that provide hands-on practice with a 
variety of simple patterns. Plus, each 
3" x 9" puzzle is self-correcting—for 
instant reinforcement!                   9.99

JJ557 n MATCH & LEARN COUNTING BOARD         
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Our 
skill-building counting board makes independent 
math practice a breeze! The sturdy pegged board 
comes with 12 different activity strips…plus tons of 
chunky wooden shapes to complete each activity. 
Just place a strip right on top of the wooden board…
then children use the shapes to practice one-to-one 
correspondence, count to 10, learn to visualize 
quantities and more! Board is 16".                 34.95

JJ779 n BUTTON 
SORTING CENTER    
mCHOKING HAZARD (1).  
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Our 
bright, irresistible buttons 
feature a variety of 
dif fer ent attributes for 
students to sort…giving 
children focused, 
hands-on practice with 
concepts like big & small, 
geometric shape, counting & more!  The ready-to-use center includes 120 
plastic buttons & 15 different activity mats that give children lots of room to 
sort…students just place the buttons onto each mat to sort by size, shape, color 
and number of holes.  Mats are 10" x 13"; with activity ideas.              34.95

TY4225 n UNIFIX® CUBES - 100 CUBES     
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*   
Counting, patterning, mea suring & more—these easy-linking cubes provide  
a concrete way for children to ex plore a wide variety of early math concepts!  
The set in cludes 100 sturdy plastic cubes; each cube is 3⁄4". 12.95
TY217 n 1-10 STAIR    10-channel plastic stair displays increasing quan- 
ti ties as children match cubes to numbers on each channel. 6.95

HH310X n LAKESHORE PATTERNING BOXES - COMPLETE SET    mCHOKING HAZARD (1,2).  
Not for under 3 yrs.*  What better way to build patterning skills than with irresistible, hands-on manipulatives that 
children will love to use!  Each kit includes 20 different activity mats that reinforce 4 basic patterns—AB, ABB, 
AAB & ABC.  Children just use the included manipulatives to match & complete the simple patterns…and get the 
practice they need to master each one!  All 3 boxes, each with 120 manipulatives.  Mats are 4" x 13".    49.95

Each box is also available separately. 
HH311 n Coins Patterning Box   19.95 
HH313 n Gems Patterning Box   19.95 
HH314 n Beads Patterning Box   19.95 
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Standard 2.8: Algebra and Functions
Mathematical Thinking and Expression: Exploring, Processing and Problem Solving

RR255 n LAKESHORE COUNTING KEYS    Our colorful keys are ideal 
for all kinds of early math activities!  Children just slide the big, fun-to-use keys 
onto the 3" key rings—counting as they go—for hands-on practice that makes 
concepts easy to grasp.  The keys come in lots of colors, sizes and styles, so 
students can sort & pattern, too!  120 plastic keys, 20 key rings with built-in 
stoppers & a guide—all in a vinyl tote.                                                       24.95

HH279 n EARLY MATH PATTERNING PARTNER GAME     
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Our super-involving game 
makes it easier than ever to reinforce patterning skills! You get enough 
materials for 2 children to play together—including 2 game mats, 12 
chipboard shapes and a spinner. Plus, we’ve included step-by-step, 
illustrated instructions, so even nonreaders can play. Students simply 
spin…then place the corresponding shape on their mat to extend 3 
different shape patterns! Comes complete with a guide.                      14.95

Standard 2.9: Geometry

TT951 n SHAPES INSTANT LEARNING CENTER     
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Students build shape recogni-
tion—with an instant activity center that makes independent practice a snap! 
Our ready-to-use center features step-by-step instructions that kids can easily 
follow on their own: Just set out the materials…then students simply spin the 
spinner to match cute shapes to pictures on their game mats! The center has 
enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once, including a double-
sided instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and 
simple picture instructions, so even nonreaders can participate. With 48 
geometric shapes, 4 drawstring bags, 4 activity mats, a spinner, plus a write & 
wipe assessment card.                                                                            24.95 

RA207 n  
ATTRIBUTE BLOCKS     
mCHOKING HAZARD (1).  
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Children 
develop shape recognition, 
learn to combine shapes and 
practice sorting by attri-
bute—from size and shape 
to color and thickness!  120 
plastic blocks come in 5 
shapes, 3 colors, 2 sizes and 
2 thicknesses for a variety 
of practice.  Large square 
measures 3".          19.95

Mats are double-sided 
for 2 levels of sorting!

LL917 n SHAPE SORTING CENTER    Our easy-to-use center helps 
students recognize a variety of shapes in the world around them—from 
cir cles and squares to ovals and diamonds!  It includes 48 sturdy chipboard 
pieces depicting familiar, everyday objects, plus 8 sort ing mats that 
represent 8 geometric shapes.  Children match each object to its corre-
sponding shape, then flip the mats over to check their work!  For lower-level 
practice, students can match the objects directly to the images printed on 
back.  Diamond mat measures 12".                                                    16.95
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Standard 2.9: Geometry
Mathematical Thinking and Expression: Exploring, Processing and Problem Solving

GG941 n I KNOW MY SHAPES! BIG BOOKS SERIES         
Full of familiar rhythms and fun-to-read rhymes, our series makes it easy 
to learn shape words!  Each big book focuses on a different shape—
with simple, rhyming text & supportive illustrations that are just right for 
new readers.  Plus, each book is set to the tune of a popular children’s 
song, like “This Old Man,” so children can easily sing and read along—
developing fluency and learning shape words as they go!  Set of 6 big 
books; each measures 14" x 17" tall.                                            59.95

TH4530 DA334

DA910

PATTERN BLOCKS    mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*   
Young children can use our versatile, easy-to-handle blocks for patterning, count ing 
and problem solving…while more advanced students can use the blocks to explore 
early geometry concepts.  Choose from the 2 block sets listed below.  

DA910 n Plastic Pattern Blocks    250 plastic blocks in a storage tub. 18.95
DA334 n Wooden Pattern Blocks    250 hardwood blocks in a tub. 19.95  

TH4530 n Pattern Blocks A  ctivity Cards     
20 laminated, 8 1⁄2" x 11" cards gradually pro gress in diffi culty, helping children 
explore patterning, properties of shapes, symmetry and more. 12.95

DA362 n 6" BEST-BUY GEOBOARDS -  
SET OF 6    mCHOKING HAZARD (1).  
Not for under 3 yrs.* Sturdy plastic geoboards are 
double-sided; with over 100 rubber bands.   
    16.95

Standard 3.1: Biological Sciences

TT910X n CLASSROOM-SAFE SCIENCE SPECIMENS -  
COMPLETE SET    Safe, authen tic and super-durable, our class room-
friendly specimens put living things right at children’s finger tips!  Each set 
includes 4 specimens per ma nent ly en cased in rugged, light weight acrylic…with 
the name of each spec imen silk screened right on it for easy iden ti fication.  
You get all 5 sets listed below; each comes complete with a teacher’s guide.  
The butter fly spec imen is 3" x 3".     199.00

TT913 n Sea Life Set  44.95 
TT914 n Insects Set  44.95
TT511 n Plants Set  44.95
TT912 n Life Cycle Set  44.95
TT515 n  Scorpion & Spiders Set  44.95

plants

life cycle

sea life

scorpion & spiders

insects

Scientific Thinking and Technology: Exploring, Inquiry and Discovery
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Standard 3.1: Biological Sciences
Scientific Thinking and Technology: Exploring, Inquiry and Discovery

EA211 n EASY-VIEW CLASSROOM AQUARIUM         
This classroom-safe, low-maintenance aquarium comes with everything you 
need—just add water & fish!  A spherical design gives a crystal-clear view 
from every angle, and curved sides magnify fish for up-close observation.  
8-gallon acrylic tank includes a filter, pump, low-voltage light, water condi-
tioner, ceram ic gravel & fish food.  16" diameter.                                 139.00

LC66 n THE BUTTERFLY 
NURSERY    Our fasci-
nat  ing nursery lets children 
watch cater pillars grow, spin 
silk & form chrys alises…then 
emerge as butter flies!  Big 
19" nursery lets students 
observe from every angle…
they can even decorate 
it with leaves & flowers!  
Includes a stand for table top 
setup, or hangs any where.  
With feeding supplies, a 
coupon for 3-5 caterpillars & 
a guide.                      39.95

GR242 n SEE IT GROW PLANT LAB    
m CHOKING HAZARD (1).  
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Watch seeds 
grow right before your eyes!  All- 
inclusive lab comes with three 4 3⁄4" 
plexiglas greenhouses filled with a special 
nontoxic gel that accelerates growth and 
gives children a clear view of the roots.  
Plus, the gel contains all the nutrients the 
plants need—just push in the seeds and 
watch them grow…without watering!  
Comes with all you need to grow and 
transplant 3 plants.                        24.95

FF960X n LAKESHORE THEME BOXES -  
SET 2    mCHOKING HAZARD (1,2).  
Not for under 3 yrs.*  From favorite fairy tales to 
the life cycles of living organisms, our theme box 
set highlights 8 classroom themes…with all sorts 
of materials and cross-curricular activities that 
really get children involved!  The materials are 
designed to provide a variety of hands-on 
learning experi ences…and come complete with 
an activity-filled guide that covers 10 curriculum 
areas—from language to science.  Complete set 
includes all 8 theme boxes shown at left.     
 379.00

FF949 n LIFE CYCLES THEME BOX    
mCHOKING HAZARD (1,2). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Children learn all about the 
life cycles of frogs, butterflies and plants…with comprehensive, hands-on les-
sons that span the curriculum! From a greenhouse window and seeds to engag-
ing puzzles and stamps, our theme box is packed with materials that help chil-
dren explore living things and how they grow. Plus, you get a guide with tons of 
involving activities that cover 10 curriculum areas—from math to dramatic play. 
Materials come in a plastic tub.                                                             49.95

Shown: Farms
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Standard 3.2: Physical Sciences
Scientific Thinking and Technology: Exploring, Inquiry and Discovery

EE512 n LAKESHORE MAGNET KIT    mCHOKING HAZARD (1,2).  
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Amaze children with the wonders of mag ne tism…as 
they make magnets float in mid  air, go on a magnetic scavenger hunt, even 
see how a magnet’s poles work!  Kit includes every thing your class needs for 
unlimited ex ploration, including mag netic wands, horse  shoe mag  nets, bar 
mag nets, compass e s & more.  Plus, you get handy activ ity cards filled with 
10 fun ex per i ments & a nonfiction book to intro  duce con cepts & rein force key 
ideas!  Over 150 pieces, all in a handy storage tub.                              49.95

LC1011 n SINK OR FLOAT 
EXPLORATION KIT         
mCHOKING HAZARD (1,3).  
Not for under 3 yrs.*   
How many plastic frogs will it 
take to sink a boat?  Students 
find out with this terrific kit!  25 
hook & loop-backed cards 
show the testing ob jects.  Stick 
a card to the poster, record 
predictions on the write & wipe 
sur face, then drop 1 of over 25 
objects into the 13 1⁄2" tub of 
water!                            49.95

HH225X n CAN DO! SCIENCE DISCOVERY KITS - COMPLETE SET    
mCHOKING HAZARD (1,2). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Our ready-to-use kits invite 
children to discover color, light, magnetism and more…with tons of materials for 
hands-on exploration!  Each kit comes with 6 photo activity cards that make it a 
cinch for students to conduct experiments on their own—with no reading 
required!  Plus, you get everything children need to complete each activity—like 
ramps & balls for motion experiments and rattles, shakers & bells for exploring 
sound.  Complete set includes all 6 kits shown above.                        99.50

Unshaken ShakenUnshaken ShakenUnshaken Shaken

LC735 n LAKESHORE COLOR DISCOVERY TUBES    Watch as colors combine—
right before your eyes!  Children shake our 5" color tubes to observe how pri mary colors 
com bine to make secondary colors.  And, the colored liq uids have different densities, so 
they’ll separate automatically…to use again!  3 plastic, leakproof tubes.                       49.95

LL657 n SCIENCE SPECIMENS SORTING CENTER         
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  This fun-filled center lets 
students use their eyes and fingers to investigate the scientific prop er ties 
of more than 20 fascinating specimens—from rocks and shells to 
fea thers and pinecones!  Children just sort the specimens onto the big, 
8" x 10" mats we’ve included—building observation and classification 
skills as they touch, examine and explore each object!  Includes a total of 
23 specimens, 8 sorting mats & a guide—all in a sturdy storage box.    
     39.95

AA656 n DISCOVERING COLOR VIEWERS          
Our hands-on viewers give children a clear view of colors & 
how they combine!  Each 7" x 11" viewer features a sturdy 
hardwood frame, plus a kid-safe acrylic panel in one of 3 
primary colors.  Children just hold them up to the light…then mix 
and match to cre ate new colors!  Set of 3.                       39.95

Shown: Magnets
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Standard 3.3: Earth and Space Sciences
Scientific Thinking and Technology: Exploring, Inquiry and Discovery

FF941 n LAKESHORE EARTH & ENVIRONMENT THEME BOX     
mCHOKING HAZARD (1,2). Not for under 3 yrs.*    Children learn all about 
Earth and its environment…with comprehensive, hands-on lessons that 
span the curriculum! From wood samples and rock specimens to recycling 
bins and sorting cards, our theme box is packed with materials that help 
children explore the natural world—and learn how to protect it. Plus, you 
get a guide with tons of involving activities that cover 10 curriculum areas—
from math to dramatic play. Materials come in a plastic tub.              49.95

RE996 n LAKESHORE EARTH & ENVIRONMENT THEME BOOK 
LIBRARY    The perfect complement to our Earth & Environment Theme Box, 
this terrific library has 5 super-engaging paperback books specially selected to 
strengthen children’s understanding of the natural world…and the importance 
of protecting it! The enlightening and entertaining books are filled with delightful 
illustrations and simple text that help children explore a variety of concepts—
from an appreciation of natural resources to the need for recycling. Books 
come in a convenient vinyl storage pouch.                                               33.50

TT697 n WEATHER & SEASONS INSTANT LEARNING CENTER     
mCHOKING HAZARD (1,2). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Students learn all about 
weather & seasons—with a hands-on learning center that comes ready to use! 
Our instant center has everything children need to build skills independently: 
Just set out the materials and introduce the activity…then kids use colorful, 
compartmentalized trays to sort picture pieces by season! The center has 
enough materials for up to 4 children to work at once, including a double-sided 
instruction chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…and simple 
picture instructions, so even nonreaders can participate. With 4 sorting trays, 
64 picture pieces, plus a write & wipe assessment card to track children’s 
progress.     24.95

week twoweek one

RR469 n WATCH-IT-GROW WINDOW GREENHOUSE - SET OF 20    
Watch life sci ence in action—with green   houses that give children a clear view!  
Each 8 1⁄4", water tight green house has a hook & loop closure in back, plus a 
suction cup for window attachment.  Just fill the green houses with wet paper or 
grow ing crystals, add seeds and watch them sprout!  20 vinyl greenhouses in a 
tote, with name labels.   49.95
GC437 n Clear Growing Crystals Class Pack     
You get 4 ounces of crystals—enough for 40 greenhouses.  6.95

FS161 n GEODES 
DISCOVERY SET    
These naturally formed 
geodes are cut in 
half—so students can 
get an up-close look at 
the incred ible crystals 
hidden inside!  Includes 
6 unique pieces in a 
variety of shapes, 
colors & textures for 
children to explore; 
each is 2"-3".    19.95

HH282 n GIANT TWO-WAY 
MAGNIFIER    Our innovative 
magnifier gives children a 
hands-free view of science 
specimens—at two different 
strengths!  The super-stable, 
wooden magnifier includes two 
4 5⁄8", nondistorting lenses in 
2.5X and 7X magnifications… 
plus plenty of room underneath 
for objects of all shapes & sizes.  
Magnifier measures a big  
14"w x 7"d x 5 3⁄4"h.        39.95

2.5X magnification

7X magnification
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Standards 4.1-4.9: Environment and Ecology
Scientific Thinking and Technology: Exploring, Inquiry and Discovery

FF711 n MIRRORED  
OBSERVATION TRAYS     
Our innovative display trays 
encourage children to 
observe & compare science 
specimens—from all angles!  
3 hardwood trays come in 3 
different shapes, each with 
a shatterproof mirror 
embedded in a sturdy 
frame.  Simply collect 
specimens—like rocks, 
pinecones & more—then 
place them on the scratch-
resistant mirrors to give 
students one-of-a-kind 
views!  Largest tray is  
7 1⁄4" x 9 1⁄4".      29.95

FF797 n DISCOVERING NATURE ACTIVITY KIT        
Our all-in-one activity kit is loaded with everything students need to 
explore the outdoors!  The kit features 10 double-sided activity cards, 
plus all the tools required to complete each one—including bug 
capsules, magnifiers, a tape measure, clipboards…even super-realistic 
Nature Colors™ crayons & pencils.  Children just follow the step-by-
step instructions to measure shadows, discover the parts of insects 
and flowers, and more!  Rugged canvas tote is 11".                49.95

Removable lid is a real magnifier!

FF146 n FRAGILE SPECIMEN VIEWER         
Our handy viewer has a magnifier built right in—for incredibly up-close 
examinations of the most fragile specimens!  Simply place a delicate 
specimen like a bird’s nest or a seashell into the box, slide the lid securely 
into place…then invite students to observe the object through the magnifier—
for hands-free discoveries.  5 1⁄2" x 6" x 9" hardwood viewer even has handles 
on the sides, so it’s super-easy to tote.                                              29.95

RA294 n ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS PAPERBACK LIBRARY    
These fun and inspiring books get children excited about our environment…and 
boost awareness of endangered species, energy conservation, recycling and 
more!  The beautifully illustrated books feature fascinating facts and memorable 
images—all designed to show the importance of protecting the earth and its 
resources.  Library includes 12 paperback books.                                79.50

HH487 n FROM SEED TO PLANT SPECIMEN CENTER     
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Science concepts come to 
life—as children explore real specimens & full-color photos of 8 amazing  
plants!  For each plant, you get a starter card with photos of its seed, leaf & 
adult form.  You also get the plant’s actual seed encased in rugged acrylic… 
a real laminated leaf specimen…plus a photo of the food the plant produces.  
Students just place a starter card in the 11 1⁄2" tray, then sort the seed, leaf & 
food card into the spots below!  Includes everything shown.           39.95

FF719 n LEARN TO RECYCLE! ACTIVITY KIT  
As children place cute picture tiles into our miniature recycling 
bins, they learn to reduce, reuse and recycle—and practice 
sorting!  6 dif ferent 
recycling bins each come 
with 8 sturdy chipboard 
tiles showing items that 
can be recycled.  Children 
just drop each tile into the 
slot on the corresponding 
bin…then check their 
answers on back!  The 
sturdy chipboard bins 
mea sure 3"; kit includes a 
total of 48 tiles.     24.95

Answers on  
back of each 
recycling bin!
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Social Studies Thinking: Connecting to Communities

RA319 n BEST BEHAVIOR BOARD BOOK COLLECTION        
Simple words and charming illustrations make it easy for even young 
children to under stand the benefits of good behavior—from staying healthy 
and respecting others to learning positive ways to cope with their feelings!  
Set includes 6 board books; each book comes complete with help ful 
tips for parents and caregivers.                                                    47.50

RA122 n TIME TO LEARN BOARD BOOK COLLECTION         
Ease daily transitions and routines with engaging storybooks that give tots 
the tools they need to become happy nappers, good listeners & more!  6 
board books feature rhythmic language and delightful illustrations to help little 
ones learn how to listen, share, clean up and more.  Plus, each book includes 
practical ideas for parents and caregivers.                                        47.50

RE306 n CHARACTER BUILDING STORIES PAPERBACK LIBRARY    
A terrific way to teach children the importance of honesty, friendship, compassion 
& more, this outstanding collection is filled with irresistible stories, lovable 
characters & important lessons that children can really relate to!  You get 12 
books that range from humorous to heart warming—ideal for spark ing 
discussion & helping children learn to make positive choices.                    82.50

FF757 n GOOD MANNERS POSTER PACK    18 beautiful photographic 
posters feature chil dren modeling good manners—from sharing to being patient!  
Plus, the familiar settings & situations make it easy for children to learn & adopt 
positive behaviors.  With a guide; each poster is 11" x 16".                        29.95

LCW57

LC55 n SUPER HOUSECLEANING SET         
Scaled just for children, these durable mops and 
brooms will pro vide years of active use.  6-piece set 
includes industrial-quality push broom, corn broom, 
cotton-yarn wet mop, dust mop, plas tic dustpan and 
whisk broom.  Dust mop measures 31 1⁄4".  39.95
LCW57 n Stand for Housecleaning Set     
Hardwood; 18 1⁄2".     39.95 

JJ373 n GIANT  
SAFETY SIGNS         
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Our 
child-friendly signs are  
made of rugged, all-weather 
plastic, so they’re the perfect 
addition to any roadway—
indoors or out!  The easy-to-
read signs are light weight &  
a cinch to set up…you can 
even fill the bases with sand 
or water to keep them 
extra-stable.  Set of 3; each 
is approximately 31" tall.  
 59.95

Standards 5.1-2: Principles and Documents of Government and Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship
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Social Studies Thinking: Connecting to Communities

FF947 n COMMUNITY & CAREERS THEME BOX         
mCHOKING HAZARD (1,2). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Children learn all about 
community and careers…with comprehensive, hands-on lessons that span the 
curriculum! From a community map and building pieces to a listening lotto game, 
our theme box is packed with materials that invite children to explore their 
community—and learn about the people who help us every day. Plus, you get a 
guide with tons of involving activities that cover 10 curriculum areas—from math 
to dramatic play. Materials come in a plastic tub.                                    49.95

AA124 n EASY-CLEAN  
CAREER HAT COLLECTION         
Our super-rugged hats are made espe cially for school 
use…with a heavy-duty plas tic design that’s easy to 
clean—and completely disinfect!  They’ll even stand up 
to repeated washing with bleach!  Plus, each real isti cally 
detailed hat features an adjust able head band—to fit 
every child in the class.  8 hats.                           69.95

TT960X n LAKESHORE CAREER PUZZLE SET    
Build early job awareness…with puz zles that portray 
people in a variety of careers!  12 wood puz zles are 
free of racial & gender stereo types…and each has 8-10 
raised pieces cut along logical lines, so they’re easy to 
com plete.  9" x 12".                                               119.95

RE988 n COMMUNITY & CAREERS THEME BOOK LIBRARY     
The perfect complement to our Community & Careers Theme Box, this terrific 
library has 5 super-engaging paperback books specially selected to 
strengthen children’s understanding of their own community—and the people 
who help us every day! Delightful illustrations and simple text help children 
explore a variety of careers, from firemen to road builders…and get kids 
thinking about all the things they can do when they grow up. Books come in 
a convenient vinyl storage pouch.                                                        32.50

DA623 n REAL-WORKING  
CASH REGISTER     
mCHOKING HAZARD (1).  
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Ring up 
the sales with our real-working, 
solar-powered cash register!  A 
built-in calculator & digital display let 
students practice math skills as they 
play and keep track of purchases.  
The cash drawer even pops open so 
children can make change!  Comes 
complete with a “credit card,” play 
money and a notepad.  Cash regis-
ter is 10 1⁄2" wide.                    36.95

Standards 6.1-6.3 and 6.5: Economic Systems; Markets and the Functions of Governments; Scarcity and Choice; and Work and Earnings

EE427 n  
CLASSROOM POST OFFICE     
Just the place for special deliveries!  
Our wooden post office has 16 slots for 
students’ mail—each with a write & wipe 
label for easy iden ti fi  cation.  Plus, handy 
shelves on bottom let you keep tons of 
writing supplies in reach!  16" x 9" x 19"; 
with handles.  Supplies not incl.   69.95
DD111 n Wet-Erase Markers   
mCHOKING HAZARD (1).  
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Set of 4 black, wet-
erase markers.  3.99 

LA215 n  
CLASSROOM MAILBOX     
Our rugged mail box has all the 
authentic details for realistic 
play—from a mail slot in front 
for de pos it ing letters and notes 
to an open ing on the side for 
re trieving the mail!  The 
heavy-duty plastic mailbox 
features a sturdy tabletop 
design & smooth, round  ed 
edges for years of safe play.  
14 1⁄2" x 14 1⁄2" x 14 3⁄4".    69.95
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Standards 7.1-7.4: Basic Geographic Literacy; Physical Characteristics of Places and Regions; Human Characteristics of Places and Regions; 
and Interactions Between People and the Environment

Social Studies Thinking: Connecting to Communities

LC936 n CHILDREN OF THE WORLD POSTER PACK    Our beautifully 
photo graphed posters of children around the world make it easy to discuss the 
importance of cultural di ver sity.  20 striking por traits include chil dren from 
Ecuador to Ireland; with a guide.  Each poster is 11" x 16".                       29.95  

FF965 n LAKESHORE FAMILIES THEME BOX     
mCHOKING HAZARD (1,2). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Children learn all about 
different types of families…with comprehensive, hands-on lessons that span the 
curriculum! From a beanbag family to puzzles and photo cards, our theme box is 
packed with materials that help kids discover the importance of families. Plus, 
you get a guide with tons of involving activities that cover 10 curriculum 
areas—from math to dramatic play. Materials come in a plastic tub.           49.95

AA216 n SOCIAL STUDIES  
PHOTO LIBRARY    Over 260 full-
color photos make it easy for children to 
explore the world around them!  Ideal for 
pocket charts, learning centers & more, 
the 4 1⁄2" x 5 3⁄4" cards are divided into 9 
different categories, with engaging photos 
on front & simple descriptions on back.  
With blank cards for your own photos; in a 
tabbed storage box.                      44.95

GC108 n PRESCHOOL  
PICTURE GLOBE    Our begin-
ner’s globe has colorful, easy-
to-understand picture icons 
showing land marks, people & 
more, so even pre-readers can 
ex plore early geography con-
cepts!  Picture globe measures 
10" in diameter.             44.95

RR850X n MULTICULTURAL STORIES PAPERBACK LIBRARY     
Students gain pride in themselves and increase their understanding of others 
with this spec tac ular story collection.  We’ve included books about children 
from faraway places & children from here at home, traditional stories & leg ends, 
and contemporary tales about life today.  12 paperbacks.                    94.50

LC180X n LAKESHORE MULTI-ETHNIC SCHOOL DOLL SET     
Children increase cultural awareness and boost their self-esteem—with Multi-Ethnic  
School Dolls that celebrate diversity!  Each 16" doll is incredibly realistic…with detailed  

facial features and super-accurate skin tones that bring dramatic play to life.  Plus,  
the school-quality dolls feature removable outfits  with hook & loop closures,  
securely rooted hair that stands up to years of constant grooming, plus  
soft vinyl bodies that children will love to cuddle and care for.  Set includes  
all 8 dolls listed in the chart at right.                                             225.00

LC183

LC184

LC182

LC181

LC185

LC186

LC187

  Boy Girl
Asian Doll LC188 LC187
Hispanic Doll LC184 LC183
White Doll LC182 LC181
Black Doll LC186 LC185

LC188

Dolls are also available separately.        Each    29.95
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GS673 n GIANT SOFT & SAFE DINOSAURS - SET 1         
Children come face to face with their favorite prehistoric crea tures—
right in the classroom!  From tricera tops to tyranno saurus, our jumbo-
sized set features 5 popular species—all molded from soft, squeezable 
vinyl to keep children safe.  Plus, each dinosaur has its name print ed on 
bottom for easy identification.  T. rex is 12" tall.                            39.95

Social Studies Thinking: Connecting to Communities

1  
Minute

5  
Minutes

MEGA SAND TIMERS    Our king-sized sand timers are big enough for the 
entire class to see…even from across the room!  The super-accurate timers are 
perfect for helping children visualize the passage of time.  Plus, they’re 
avail able in both 1-minute and 5-minute designs.  Each timer measures 12" tall.   

EA121 n 1-Minute Mega Sand Timer     29.95
EA122 n 5-Minute Mega Sand Timer     29.95

LL408 n WHAT WILL WE DO 
TODAY? SCHEDULE CHART    
Our handy chart makes it easy to 
manage class room activities for the 
entire day…and help children tran-
sition from one activity to the next!  
The sturdy chip board chart comes 
with 25 hook & loop-backed cards 
to schedule daily activities, includ-
ing blank cards to customize for 
your class.  Simply stick up to 10 
cards at a time onto the schedule 
chart…then slide the arrow to each 
new activity throughout the day!  
Measures 12" x 26".           19.95

Chart comes with 25 stick-on cards!

FD974 n LAKESHORE STUDENT GEAR CLOCKS - SET OF 6    Our easy-to-
read plas tic clocks have color-coded hands, with gears that maintain the correct hour hand/
minute hand relationship.  Set of 6; each measures approximately 5" x 5".             29.95

FF925 n DINOSAURS THEME BOX    mCHOKING HAZARD (1,2).  
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Children learn all about dinosaurs…with comprehensive, 
hands-on lessons that span the curriculum! From an engaging memory game to 
stamps and counters, our theme box is packed with materials that help children 
identify and compare dinosaurs, learn about fossils and more. Plus, you get a 
guide with tons of involving activities that cover 10 curriculum areas—from math 
to dramatic play. Materials come in a plastic tub.                                 49.95

Standard 8.1: Historical Analysis and Skills Development

HH342 n NURSERY RHYMES  
SEQUENCING CENTER    Children build early reading 
comprehension skills…as they sequence their favorite 
nursery rhymes—from “Little Miss Muffet” to “Humpty 
Dumpty”!  Our center features 4 super-simple sequencing 
boards, each with a set of 3 chunky foam picture tiles.  
Children simply read or listen to a nursery rhyme, then place 
the tiles in the correct order on the board to sequence 
the story.  Each board is 5 1⁄4" x 9 1⁄2".                        19.95
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Health, Wellness and Physical Development: Learning About My Body

LA888 n LEARN TO BRUSH 
DEMONSTRATION KIT     
It’s easy to demonstrate good oral 
hygiene with our jumbo teeth and 
tooth  brush!  The plastic teeth are hinged, 
so toothbrush bris tles can clean all teeth, 
even in hard-to-reach areas!  Teeth 
measure 6 1⁄4" across; tooth brush is 
14 1⁄2".  Comes with a de tailed guide on 
proper brushing.                          34.95

FF997 n SHOP AND MATCH HEALTHY FOOD GAME    
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Students get a hands-on 
introduction to nutrition…as they race to find all the healthy foods on their 
shopping lists and sort them into food groups!  Great for learning centers, 
our engaging game comes with all you need for up to 4 children to play 
at once:  12 self-checking shopping lists, 32 chipboard food pieces, four  
8 1⁄2" x 11" lunch tray mats & a cloth grocery bag.                            19.95

FF526 n TEACHING SAFETY ACTIVITY KIT        
Boost safety awareness for the whole class…with a hands-on teaching kit that comes loaded with fun-filled 
activities!  Each activity is designed to get students talking & learning, and we’ve included all the materials they 
need to complete each one.  Children sequence safety procedures, sort safe & unsafe behaviors, match street 
signs as they play a memory game, and more.  You also get 5 realistic, 12" road signs to spark discussions, plus 20 
photo cards that build key vocabulary!  With a guide.                                                                              29.95

Standards 10.1-3: Health and Safe Practices

RA134 n HEALTHY HABITS PAPERBACK LIBRARY     
Get children talking and learning about healthy habits…with a collection of 
books aimed at teaching them all about taking care of themselves!  Colorful 
illustrations and delightful characters keep children engaged as they learn 
about going to the doctor, getting a good night’s sleep, exercising & more.   
12 paperback books include both fiction and nonfiction titles.        86.50

HH774 n DAILY ROUTINE TEACHING CARDS    
From arriving at school to preparing to eat, our 
photographic teaching cards make it easy to follow 8 
daily classroom routines!  For each routine, you get 5 
cards that show children performing the routine in 5 
simple steps.  Teachers can use the cards to teach the 
routines step by step…then display them around the 
room for children to reference again & again!  You get 40 
sturdy laminated cards; each is 5 1⁄4" x 7 1⁄4".         19.95
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Health, Wellness and Physical Development: Learning About My Body

AA508 n LAKESHORE ACTIVE PLAY KIT    Everything you need for tons of fun-
filled active play—in one giant, value-packed kit!  Our all-in-one kit fea tures 10 durable play-
ground balls in 3 differ ent styles…6 begin ner’s jump ropes with easy-grip han dles… 
1 long, 14' jump rope for group activi ties…plus 10 color cones, 6 game hoops, and 18 
color and number beanbags that are perfect for coordination games, obstacle courses 
and more.  You get a total of 51 pieces.  Hoops are 24".                                    179.00

GG735 n LET’S GET MOVING! 
ACTIVITY MATS    Children skip, 
squat & stretch their way to 
coordi nation and physical fitness—
with fun activity mats that are sure to 
get the whole class moving!  You get 
15 big, no-slip vinyl mats featuring 
15 illustrated activities—perfect for 
indoor & out door games, music & 
movement activities, and more.  Mats 
are 9" x 9".                              39.95

RA191 n BEGINNER’S BALANCE BEAMS    Our sturdy balance 
beams help build balance and coordina tion—step by step!  You get 3 rugged 
plastic beams that easily con nect to 4 big bases, form ing a stable walk way 
that’s just 3 1⁄2" off the ground.  Plus, the 32" beams have a textured sur face 
that keeps children from slipping…and they con nect at any angle, so children 
can walk a straight or winding path!                                                       99.50

XE229 n CRAWL & CLIMB CATERPILLAR    Add personal-
ity to your play ground with a cater pillar that children can crawl 
through…and climb all over!  Our curvy, indoor/outdoor caterpillar 
has roomy open ings at both ends and portholes to peek through.  
Plus, it features heavy-duty plastic construction that makes it 
safe—and fun—for children to sit on, crawl through and scramble 
over!  Caterpillar measures over 5 feet long; openings are 20 1⁄2".  
Simple assembly.                                                             369.00

LC454 n NUMBERS RING TOSS GAME    Children develop 
muscles, aim, coordi na tion & more with a fun twist on an old 
classic!  There are lots of ways to play:  Children can toss the 
rings to rack up points, practice adding & subtracting…even 
play tic-tac-toe.  Hardwood base is 14 1⁄4" x 15"; comes with 6 
rings & an activity guide.                                                 49.95

Thick, no-slip vinyl mats  
stay in place as children play!  

LA154 n EASY-RIDE 
SCHOOL TRIKE     
Safe, comfy & easy to 
ride…this classic trike is 
sure to be a playground 
favorite!  It’s designed for 
superior stability, yet it’s 
so easy to pedal, children 
can make it go effort-
lessly.  Plus, it has a con-
toured seat & concealed 
hard ware for safety.  29 1⁄2" 
long; seat is 13 1⁄2" high.  
Guar anteed for 5 years.  
Sim ple assembly.    
199.00

Standard 10.4: Physical Activity: Gross Motor Coordination

CHILD-SIZED SAFETY HELMETS     
Little heads get all the protection they 
need with our safety helmets.  They’re 
made of extra-dense styrene with a 

super-tough, protective coating, so 
they’re lightweight and impact-
resistant.  Plus, adjustable straps 
and soft padding ensure a com-
fortable fit.  The helmets meet ANSI 
and ASTM safety standards, and 

come in 2 sizes.  Please see the 
chart below to order. 

 Head 
 Circumference Price

CS417 n Small Child Helmet 19 5⁄8"-21 1⁄4" 18.95

CS418 n Medium Youth Helmet 21 1⁄4"-22 3⁄4" 19.95 
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Collection comes  
with a rack for easy access & storage!

AA183 n Boy
AA515 n Crab
AA355 n Fruit
AA194 n Castle
AA386 n Girl
AA159 n Butterfly
AA779 n Zoo Animals
AA446 n Elephant

AA151 n Balloons
AA187 n Bugs
AA219 n Lion
AA777 n Tiger
AA514 n Shapes
AA484 n Sea Life
AA332 n Farm Animals
AA776 n Cat 

AA772 n Horses
AA567 n Three Bears
AA638 n Train
AA771 n Dinosaur
AA146 n Airplane
AA707 n Transportation
AA463 n Boat
AA609 n 3 Little Pigs

Individual puzzles are also available separately.                                  Each    10.95
AA180 n CLASSROOM CLASSICS PUZZLE COLLECTION 
WITH RACK    There’s something for everyone in our huge puzzle 
col lec tion!  You get 24 classic puzzles, plus a place to store them—
our heavy-duty Double Puzzle Rack.  The wooden puz zles por tray 
children’s favorite sub jects…and, with 4-12 pieces each, they range in 
diffi culty, too.  Each 9" x 12" puzzle has safe, round ed cor ners, with the 
name and piece count print ed on the side for easy identi fi ca tion.  Rack 
is 25 1⁄4" x 8" x 10 1⁄2" high; with all 24 puzzles.                      229.00

Standard 10.5: Concepts, Principles and Strategies of Movement: Fine Motor Development

FD117 n INDESTRUCTIBLE GIANT BEADS & PATTERNS     
mCHOKING HAZARD (2). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Our jumbo beads are great for small 
hands, and they’re made of unbreakable plastic to stand up to years of lacing!  68 
beads come in 5 shapes & 4 colors, and have extra-big holes for no-fail stringing.  
Plus, you get 16 double-sided pat tern cards with a vari ety of ac tivities, so children 
stay chal lenged as they per fect their skills!  In a tub with 10 laces; cubes are 1 3⁄8".   
    34.95

Health, Wellness and Physical Development: Learning About My Body
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Standard 10.5: Concepts, Principles and Strategies of Movement: Fine Motor Development

EE600X n FEED-THE-ANIMALS FINE MOTOR GAMES - COMPLETE 
SET    mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Children build fine 
motor control, develop eye/hand coor dination and more…as they help our 
hungry animals gobble up treats!  Our irresist ible games feature super-silly 
animals with giant-sized mouths…plus big, fun-to-use tweezers designed 
just for little hands.  Children use the tweezers to grab tasty pretend treats 
and drop them into each animal’s mouth…and fine-tune motor skills with 
every bite!  The complete set includes all 3 games shown above.         49.95

JJ247 n SCOOP-A-BUG SORTING KIT    mCHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Students practice sorting, develop eye/hand coordination 
and build the muscle control they’ll need to start writing—as they scoop, sort 
and examine our lifelike bugs!  Our kit includes 40 plastic bugs in 4 different 
species, plus 4 easy-to-control scoopers.  Children just use the 7" scoopers to 
pick up bugs, then sort them into 4 clear-view, labeled jars.  There’s even a 
magnifier built into each lid for up-close observation!                         29.95

LC955 n BEGINNER’S HAMMERING KIT   mCHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  A hammer ing kit safe enough for beginners!  Children use 4 
plastic ham  mers to pound 36 plastic nails into the durable foam board, then pry 
them out—and build eye/hand coordination & problem solving skills.  Plus, the 
nails remove easily from the specially designed, 12" board…and the burlap cover 
stretch es out to remove the holes & use again!                                     29.95

Standard 1.1: Learning to Read Independently

Language and Literacy Development: Early Literacy Foundations; Reading, 
Writing, Speaking and Listening

LL435X n MAGNETIC  
SOUND SORTING BOARDS -  
COMPLETE SET        
Children match a sock with a clock, a block 
and a rock…and get the focused practice 
they need to build phonemic awareness!  
Each set focuses on a different concept—
with 72 chunky picture magnets that 
rep re sent 18 phonics sounds…plus an 
8" x 10 1⁄2" magnetic board for super-easy 
sorting.  Just place 3 starter mag nets at the 
top of the board, then students add mag  nets 
to the columns below to sort words that 
share the same sound!  You get all 3 sets 
shown at left.                                    79.95

Health, Wellness and Physical Development: Learning About My Body

AA382 n EASY-GRIP JUMBO PEGS & PEGBOARD     
Children can sort, count and pattern as they stick our big, 2" plastic pegs into 
the flexible foam board—or stack them on top of each other!  30 pegs in 6 
colors and an 8 1⁄2" board.   14.95
AA397 n Extra Pegs - Set of 100     29.95
AA396 n Extra Pegboard     4.95
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Standard 1.1: Learning to Read Independently

Language and Literacy Development: Early Literacy Foundations; Reading, 
Writing, Speaking and Listening

Skill-building materials let you  
highlight a different letter each day!

DD925 n LETTER OF THE  
DAY POCKET CHART     
Our comprehensive activity  
chart provides focused, daily  
practice with every letter of  
the alphabet…giving children  
the rein forcement they need to  
really master each one!  The 
chart comes with tons of materials that explore each letter from every 
angle—including fun-filled chants that help children identify each letter, full-
color photo cards that develop letter sound recognition…plus a write & wipe 
surface and handy tracing cards that encourage proper letter formation.  
Plus, all the materials neatly store right on the chart—so you can easily 
access activities day by day!  27" x 35" sturdy nylon chart has grommets 
for easy hanging; with a total of over 90 activity cards.   49.95

RR520X n PHONEMIC AWARENESS ACTIVITY KITS -  
COMPLETE SET    Our kits use easy-to-recognize pictures to introduce 
phonemic awareness concepts, so students build language skills even if 
they’re not yet reading or writing!  For each activity, just slip a starter strip into 
the in cluded chart; each strip shows a kid-friendly pic ture, followed by 3 blank 
spaces.  Then, children fill in the blank spaces with our picture cards—creating 
a series of rhyming sounds, matching words with the same initial sound & 
more!  Complete set of 4 color-coded kits; each fo cuses on a different skill, 
and includes a 12" x 17" nylon pocket chart, 15-20 starter strips and 45-60 
illustrated answer cards.                                                                      69.95

TT933 n LAKESHORE EMERGENT READERS - SET OF 20     
With simple text, familiar subjects & supporting illustrations, these skill-
building books are ideal for new readers!  Each book features repetitive 
sentences with just one new word per page…plus a fun, familiar topic that 
children will love to explore—from bugs to birthdays!  20 books.      49.95
GG421 n Book Display Stand for 20   Holds all 20 of our Emer-
gent Readers above.  Metal stand measures 25 1⁄2" wide.     24.95

GG630X n DRAMATIC PLAY WRITING BOXES - COMPLETE SET     
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Add a skill-building element to 
dramatic play—with fun-to-use boxes that encourage children to start reading and 
writing!  Each box contains 4 giant write & wipe cards that focus on a popular 
theme…plus 4 handy word rings with a total of 40 different vocabulary words.  
Children just flip through the cards to find the words they want to use…and 
practice writing as they take restaurant orders, make grocery lists and more!  
You get all 6 boxes shown at left.                                                          89.95



*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.
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Standard 1.1: Learning to Read Independently

Language and Literacy Development: Early Literacy Foundations; Reading, 
Writing, Speaking and Listening

LC856 n ALPHABET SOUNDS TEACHING TUBS    mCHOKING HAZARD (1,2). Not for under 3 yrs.*   
A is for apple, acorn & alligator…B is for boat, bottle & banana!  Perfect for exploring letter sounds, our teaching tubs let children identify & sort a variety of adorable 
miniatures, play memory games and build vocabulary skills.  Each self-checking tub comes with 6 high-quality, educator-approved objects, plus uppercase 
and lowercase plastic letters…we’ve even included hard-to-find items like an igloo, X-ray, quilt and working yo-yo.  26 tubs come with a total of 208 letters 
and manipulatives, plus an extensive teacher’s guide filled with games, activities & teaching suggestions.                                                               149.00

JJ518 n CLASSROOM MAGNETIC LETTERS KIT        
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  With our giant letter kit, it’s 
easy for the whole class to practice alphabet skills…on any magnetic surface!  
You get a total of 240 lowercase mag netic letters—all in a compartmentalized 
storage box with handy labels for easy organization.  The consonants and 
vowels are even color-coded to make word building a breeze!  Plastic letters 
measure 1"-1 1⁄2" tall.                                                                    39.95

GG730X n EARLY LANGUAGE CONCEPT KITS - COMPLETE SET    
mCHOKING HAZARD (1,2). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Prepare children for 
reading and writing with lots of practice in problem solving!  Each kit has 
ac tivity mats & cute minia tures that pro vide hands-on practice with a different 
skill…children sort objects by attribute, match  objects to pic tures & more.   
4 kits; boxes are 10 1⁄4".                                                                          109.00 

TT890X n LAKESHORE ALPHABET  
BOXES - COMPLETE SET         
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Children can’t wait to explore 
the alphabet…with fun, hands-on activity boxes in all of their favorite themes!  
Each box is filled with 26 foam manipulatives printed with uppercase letters…
plus 5 ac tiv ity mats with lower case letters & 5 mats with easy-to-recognize pic-
tures.  Students just place manipulatives on the mats to match letter to letter 
or letter to picture—building alpha bet knowledge as they go!  10 boxes come in 
a metal storage rack.  Rack is 20" wide.                                                    179.00

JJ157 n WHAT’S THE 
RHYME? SORTING  
HOUSES    Students master 
rhyming sounds as they match 
word tiles to our adorable 
houses…and drop them in!  
Each sturdy chipboard house 
has a word printed on front, with 
a cute picture clue that helps 
children identify the rhyming 
sound.  Students just find the 
illus trated tiles that match the 
rhyme on each house…then 
slip them through the window 
to sort them into their “homes.”  
When children are done, they 
can open the magnetic roof to 
take out the tiles—and check 
their answers against the 
words on back!  Ten 4 3⁄8" 
houses and 50 chipboard 
sorting tiles.                    29.95
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Language and Literacy Development: Early Literacy Foundations; Reading, 
Writing, Speaking and Listening
Standards 1.2-1.3: Reading, Analyzing and Interpreting Text and Literature

JJ728 n STORY WANDS    What better way to get chil dren ex cited about 
reading…than with squeezably soft story wands they will love to use!  The safe, 
wipe-clean vinyl wands feature simple ques tions that explore plot, character, 
setting and more.  Just pass them out at storytime to get children think ing about 
story elements…and building comprehension skills as they go!  8 wands; each is 
10".       24.95

TS160X n RHYME, RHYTHM & SONG HARDCOVER LIBRARY     
Perfect for read ing, sing ing or chanting aloud, these fun-filled stories are based 
on children’s favorite songs and chants!  The hardcover books feature 
delightful, rhythmic lan guage & familiar repetition that make it easy to fol low 
along.  Library includes 6 books.     95.00

AV220X n IT’S A MULTICULTURAL WORLD!  
HARDCOVER LIBRARY    Introduce children to the diverse people & 
cultures that make up our world with a terrific collection that celebrates the 
many qualities we share…and the differences that make each of us unique!  6 
hardcover books.      95.00

CB500X n DR. SEUSS CLASSICS HARDCOVER LIBRARY     
Super-silly rhymes, hilarious illustrations & unforgettable characters make Dr. 
Seuss an all-time favorite with children!  Our delightful set of 10 hardcover 
books features classic titles like The Cat in the Hat and Hop on Pop.      85.00

BB880X n EARLY LANGUAGE SKILLS HARDCOVER LIBRARY     
Instill a love of language in young learners—with engaging books that explore 
rhyme, alliteration, onomatopoeia & more!  6 hardcover books, each with simple 
text & delightful illustrations children are sure to love.                                 95.00

RA210 n PAPERBACK CLASSICS LIBRARY    A collection of favorite 
storybooks…in economical paperback versions!  A smart addi tion to any 
classroom, our library features 15 classic books like Curious George & Stone 
Soup that are sure to be read, reread & loved for years.                        99.00



*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.
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Language and Literacy Development: Early Literacy Foundations; Reading, 
Writing, Speaking and Listening
Standards 1.4-1.5: Types of Writing and Quality of Writing

AA786 n MY FIRST DRAW & 
WRITE JOURNAL    The perfect 
journal for be ginners—with writing & 
drawing space, plus al phabet refer-
ence pages for extra help.  Measures 
8" x 10 1⁄2"; 60 pp.                     3.49

LA433 n PRE-WRITING MOTOR SKILLS BOARDS     Our wooden pat-
tern boards let children re-create the motions they’ll use to form letters, while a 
removable paper roll underneath provides a real feel for the writing process.  
Students just slip a board into the frame, put a pencil in the guide, then glide it 
along the pattern.  7 pat tern boards, each 3 1⁄4" x 10", and a wooden frame 
with removable paper roll.                                                                 49.95

Books are reusable!

RR525 n GETTING READY TO PRINT PRACTICE BOOKS     
Children just trace the dotted lines…and they’re on their way to printing the 
alpha bet!  2 write & wipe books feature tracing activities that progress in dif-
ficulty:  Book 1 has simple lines & curves, while Book 2 reinforces the strokes & 
loops needed to print the alphabet.  Two 10-pg. books.  12.95

JJ634 n CLASSROOM  
WRITING CENTER         
All the tools beginners need to 
master early print ing skills—
independently!  Children can 
practice printing uppercase let-
ters with our alpha bet stencils…
stamp and trace simple words 
with our follow-the-dots picture-
word stamps…or use over 80 
reference cards to copy every-
thing from number and color 
words to essential sight-words!  
The freestanding, 19" x 39 1⁄2" 
nylon center includes a handy 
card showing the whole alphabet 
for easy reference.  Pencils and 
paper are not included.     69.95

TT778 n  
MAGNETIC UPPERCASE  
LEARNING LETTERS        
Our hands-on learning letters help 
students develop the skills they 
need to really start printing…and 
build letter recogni tion along the 
way!  Each wooden let ter has a 
clear plastic top with a metal  
ball sealed right inside.  Children 
use the permanently attached 
magnetic wand to guide the ball 
along the lines and curves of each 
let ter…building the skills they need 
to write let ters on their own!  Set 
includes 26 letters in a handy 
wooden tray; each letter measures 
6".                                    129.95

Glide the ball along the path!

JJ718 n  
WRITING PRACTICE  
MAGIC BOARD    Our 
board has 1 1⁄8" baselines 
printed right on the screen—
so it’s easy for children to 
prac tice writing!  Students 
just use the permanently at-
tached magnetic pen to write 
on the board…then slide the 
eraser bar to wipe it clean!  
Measures 8 1⁄4" x 11".    9.95
JJ710 n Writing Practice 
Magic Board - Set of 10 
 89.95
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Language and Literacy Development: Early Literacy Foundations; Reading, 
Writing, Speaking and Listening
Standards 1.4-1.5: Types of Writing and Quality of Writing

FF727 n MY FIRST JOURNAL    
Our unlined journal encourages 
children to explore early writing—
without worrying about staying on 
the baselines!  With an alphabet 
page & sight-word list.  60 pp.     
   2.79

AA773 n BLANK HARDCOVER BOOK    Ideal for artwork, journals, 
story writing and more!  Our 9 3⁄4" blank book features a hardcover binding to 
keep students’ creations safe, plus art-quality paper that’s perfect for use with 
crayons, markers and paints.  Chil dren can even dec o rate the cover with collage 
materials or contact paper!  Hardcover book is 20 pages.                         3.29

EE427 n CLASSROOM  
POST OFFICE     
Just the place for special deliver-
ies!  Our wooden post office has 
16 slots for students’ mail—each 
with a write & wipe label for 
easy iden ti fi  cation.  Plus, handy 
shelves on bottom let you keep 
tons of writing supplies in reach!  
16" x 9" x 19"; with handles.  
Supplies not included.       69.95

LA278 n UPPERCASE ALPHABET & NUMBER DOUGH STAMPERS 
Our easy-grip stampers put the entire alphabet—and num bers 0-9—at children’s 
finger tips…so they can practice numbers & letters as they create with dough or clay!  
36 nonstick plastic stampers have num bers & uppercase letters clearly printed on each 
one.  With 4" handles.  Easily stores in our 36-Stamper Stand.                        29.95

JJ726 n SPACE-SAVER WRITING CENTER    Our space-saving, 
all-in-one writing center has room for 2 children to work side by side—
with plenty of storage space to keep materials and supplies right where 
students need them!  Hard wood unit has a com pact design to max  i-
mize space…with a roomy tabletop that has a wipe-clean lam i nate 
sur face.  Plus, handy shelves and cubbies keep paper, pencils & other 
supplies right at children’s finger tips…there’s even a recessed shelf on 
the top for extra supplies!  Center measures 36 1⁄4"w x 24"d x 37 3⁄4"h; 
21 1⁄2" tabletop fits chairs 9 1⁄2"-13 1⁄2" high.  GREENGUARD® Certified.  
Lifetime warranty.  Assem bly required.                                     329.00

JJ926 n TABLETOP WRITING CENTER    Keep all of your writing supplies in super-
easy reach—with one acces sible table top cen ter!  Wooden center has plenty of built-in stor age 
on top for markers, cray ons, scissors and much more.  And roomy shelves below hold  
9" x 12" and 12" x 18" paper—with access from both sides!  21 1⁄4"w x 12"d x 9"h; with carry-
ing handles.  Lifetime warranty.  Supplies not included.  Comes assembled!          69.95



*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see the table of contents.
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Language and Literacy Development: Early Literacy Foundations; Reading, 
Writing, Speaking and Listening
Standard 1.6: Speaking and Listening

set 2set 1

LA920X n STORYTELLING PUPPETS - SET 1        
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
Perfect with our Storytelling Glove or Lapboard, 
this charming puppet set con sists of all the felt 
characters children need to follow along with 5 
classroom-favorite stories!  All 5 sets shown. 
 29.95

RR360X n STORYTELLING PUPPETS -  
SET 2    mCHOKING HAZARD (1).   
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Children can enjoy 5 more 
delightful stories with our second set of pup- 
pets—perfect for use with our Storytelling Glove  
or Lapboard!  All 5 sets shown.               29.95

LA998 n STORYTELLING LAPBOARD     
Classic stories come alive…with our easy-to-use 
Storytelling Lapboard!  It has a brushed nylon 
surface that our Storytelling Puppets stick to 
like magic.  The convenient lapboard is the 
perfect size for small groups and circle time.  
10" x 12".  Puppets sold separately.           9.95

Set includes storage rack!

JJ680 n VOCABULARY SKILL-BUILDER PHOTO CARDS - COMPLETE SET    It’s easy to build a great vocabulary with our inviting pho to cards!  
Designed to promote language development and encourage log ical thinking, our skill-building cards feature enticing, full-color images that children will love to talk 
about.  Each set includes 50 cards that target a specific skill—all with answers right on back.  All 5 sets shown (total of 250 cards), plus a handy storage rack.  Cards 
are 5" x 6".      59.95 

All the pieces you need to act out 5 classic rhymes!

LL261 n TELL-A-STORY NURSERY RHYME 
KIT    mCHOKING HAZARD (1).  
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Students build phonemic 
awareness…with a fun-filled storytelling kit that 
brings 5 classic nursery rhymes to life!  The ready-
to-use kit includes 5 different story cards filled with 
rhyme & fun word play that heighten chil dren’s 
awareness of individual sounds.  Plus, you get all 
the adorable characters and props to act out each 
rhyme—and keep interest & involvement high.  Just 
place a nursery rhyme into the clear-view pocket on 
the freestanding story board, then stick pieces onto 
the hook & loop-receptive surface to act out each 
rhyme—as children follow along!  The 12" x 13" 
story board comes with a total of 25 hook & loop-
backed pieces.                                          29.95

LA991 n TABLETOP STORYTELLING BOARD     
The perfect size for tabletop use, this handy wooden board has 
a brushed cloth surface & handy storage pockets right on 
front!  Folds to store; 24"w x 19"h.                               49.95
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Language and Literacy Development: Early Literacy Foundations; Reading, 
Writing, Speaking and Listening
Standard 1.6: Speaking and Listening

AA248 n BUILDING LANGUAGE PHOTO LIBRARY    270 cards have 
enticing photos on front and the name of each object on back—prompting 
children to discuss the items pic tured…and build vo cabulary & com muni cation 
skills!  Cards are 4 1⁄2" x 5 3⁄4"; with blanks to add your own words.        49.95 

LL788 n LET’S TALK!  
VOCABULARY BOX     
Our vocabulary box is packed with 
exciting prompts that really get 
kids talking…and building essential 
communication skills!  The 6" box 
contains 50 prompts highlighting 
fun topics kids will love to talk 
about—from friends and books to 
family and celebrations.  And, 
because the prompts are all 
open-ended, they help develop 
higher-order thinking skills…and 
give children the practice they need 
to boost speaking and conversation 
skills.                                     14.95 

RR330X n LAKESHORE STORYTELLING KITS - SET 1 
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  These delightful kits are 
packed with all the cloth characters and props you need to bring 6 favorite 
children’s stories to life!  Ideal for use with our storytelling boards and aprons, 
the stuffed cotton pieces feature charming details stitched right on…and each kit 
comes complete with a teach er’s guide and all the pieces needed to tell the 
story.  The com plete set consists of all 6 Storytelling Kits listed at right.   
Hard cover books are sold separately.                                                  169.00

  Title Storytelling Kit Hardcover Book

The Rainbow Fish RR543 29.95 BK3311 18.95
It Looked Like Spilt Milk LA327 29.95 BK1832 16.99
Silly Sally RR949 29.95 BK802 16.99
Quick as a Cricket RR554 29.95 BK3309 14.99
The Napping House LA329 24.95 BK329 17.99
The Day Jimmy’s Boa  
Ate the Wash RR339 29.95 BK439 16.99

HH780X n LISTENING & FOLLOWING 
DIRECTIONS ACTIVITY CENTERS -  
COMPLETE SET     
Students build listening skills and develop 
essential vocabulary…as they follow along 
with our fun-to-complete activities!  Each 
skill-building center listed below includes  
16 illustrated activity mats and 2 CDs that  
lead students through 16 different activities.  
Just pop in a CD…then children listen to & 
follow the simple step-by-step instructions 
to complete each activity on their own.   
The activity mats even have a write & wipe 
surface on one side & a reproducible on  
the other—so they’re perfect for individual 
practice or whole-group learning!  Set of  
all 4 centers. 95.00
Each center is also available separately. 
HH782 n Print Awareness  24.95 
HH783 n Sequencing  24.95 
HH784 n Positional Words  24.95 
HH785 n Descriptive Words 24.95
DD105 n Write & Wipe Markers - 
Black    mCHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Set of 4. 3.99

Activity mats are  
write & wipe and reproducible!

Find the  
open umbrella,  
and draw some 

round dots  
on it.

Each center includes 16 double-sided activity mats and 2 CDs.
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Standard 20.1: Connections: Shared Understanding of Family and School Values, Philosophies and Cultures 
Standard 20.3: Supporting Children's Learning 

Partnerships for Learning: Families, Learning Environments and Communities

JJ476 n  
MOBILE CLASSROOM  
ORGANIZER     
From home work and  
artwork to notes and  
announce ments, our mobile  
organizer stores it all—and  
transports any where!  Birch  
unit has 4 sturdy casters,  
including 2 that lock, so  
it’s a cinch to set up in  
just the right spot—and  
roll out of the way.  Plus,  
24 com part  ments pro vide  
tons of space for each child  
in the class—for school-to-home commu nica tion,  
assign ments and much more.  It even comes assembled…just at- 
tach the casters!  Measures 37 3⁄8"w x 14 3⁄4"d x 28 7⁄8"h.  GREENGUARD® 
Certified.  Lifetime warranty.  Comes assembled!                   299.00

AA295 n SCHOOL-TO-HOME 
ORGANIZER      
Projects won’t get lost in the shuffle 
with this handy orga nizer!  It has 2 
giant pock ets for homework, books 
and more, each with a blank card 
in front that’s great for com-
municating information to parents.  
There’s even room for students’ 
names on front!  10" x 13" vinyl 
organizer folds shut with hook & 
loop closures.                       5.95

Stackable!

LA997 n STUDENT WORK ORGANIZER     
The perfect place to store stu dents’ home  work, artwork or creative writing…
and keep track of their progress at the same time!  Our cen ter holds 12 
roomy organizer boxes, with a clear label holder for each child’s name & an 
easy-access open  ing…so you can add or remove papers on a regular basis.  
The center is even stack able, so you can put two or three to gether, 
depending on the size of your class!  You get 12 boxes in 4 bright colors, 
plus 12 self-adhesive labels and a sturdy metal rack.  Rack measures  
29"w x 9 1⁄4"d x 15"h; each box is 9 3⁄4" x 2" x 13" high.                         59.95

Handy clip holds charts, 
tablets & more.

Height adjusts from  
35 1⁄2" to 61".

AA348 n MAGNETIC WRITE & WIPE  
ADJUSTABLE EASEL    Here’s the perfect 
easel—whether you’re standing in front of a small 
group or sitting on the floor at circle time!  Tele-
scoping legs let you adjust the easel to just the 
right height, so everyone has a great view of 
activities…and the roomy surface is mag netic 
and write & wipe, with plenty of room for writing 
and drawing, stick ing on magnetic letters and more.  Plus, a sturdy clip on top 
lets you hang tablets, charts & posters securely and easily…while a handy tray 
on bottom keeps books, markers and supplies right at your fingertips.  Sturdy, 
powder-coated metal legs adjust in seconds & lock into place.  28 1⁄4" wide; 
adjusts from 35 1⁄2" to 61" high.  Comes assembled!                       149.00

AW32 n CLASSROOM BULLETIN BOARD - 34" x 48"     
Durable corkboard has a sturdy aluminum frame and hangers for easy 
mounting.                                                                                      69.95

DG617 n HEAVY-DUTY SIGN-IN 
COMMUNICATION CENTER     
Great for sign-ins, parent commu-
nication and more, our mobile cen ter 
gives everyone ac cess to infor ma -
tion!  It features 24 cubbies to send 
home artwork, sched ules and 
more—all with labels for easy 
iden ti fi ca tion.  Plus, the desk  top 
puts sign-in sup plies right within 
reach, and 2 clips make it easy to 
display information.  The center is 
26 1⁄8"w x 16 5⁄8"d x 52"h when open; 
with lock  ing casters.  Lifetime 
warranty.  Comes assembled!     
  349.00
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Standard 20.2: Family Engagement

Partnerships for Learning: Families, Learning Environments and Communities

PH345 n 18" x 24"  
MAGNETIC  
WRITE & WIPE BOARD     
Hang on the wall, or use the 
detachable easel back for 
tabletop display.    29.95 

Standard 20.4: Transition

RR375 n TRANSITION TO SCHOOL BACKPACK         
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Perfect for children starting 
kindergarten or first grade, our backpack helps students de velop the skills they 
need for school!  It has a 3-month calendar filled with activities for children to 
do each day, from counting & sorting to identifying letters.  The calen dar is 
written in English and Spanish, so you can send it home to parents—or adapt 
it for classroom use.  Best of all, the vinyl pack is filled with all students need to 
complete each activity—from tactile number cards and counting links to fun 
foam letters, a draw & write journal and more!   Each    19.95
RR374X n Transition to School Backpack - Set of 10     195.00

JJ255 n EARLY SKILLS LANGUAGE 
JOURNAL    Give children the focused 
practice they need to mas ter letters, 
numbers, rhyming sounds and more…with 
ready-to-use activities that teach essential 
early lan guage skills!  The 8" x 10 1⁄2" journal 
targets 6 key skill areas…with handy tabs 
that let students flip right to each one.   
50 pp.   3.29

Shown:  Alphabet Sounds

HH550X n TAKE-HOME LEARNING PACKS - COMPLETE SET     
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Encourage family involvement…with  
take-home activity packs that children and parents can explore together!  Our  
cross-curricular set features 16 different back packs for students to take home &  
share, all filled with fun activities that reinforce basic skills—from nutrition & safety to  
shapes & counting.  Inside each pack, you’ll find a delightful paperback book & reader  
 response card to encourage at-home  reading…plus all  
 the materials for 2 corresponding activities—with  
 simple instructions  that make each activity a cinch for  
 children & parents to complete.  We’ve also included  
 an extensive teacher’s guide with a fold-out manage- 
 ment chart—so you can easily track which lessons  
 each child has completed!      399.00
 HH920X n Spanish Take-Home Learning  
 Packs - Complete Set     
 mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
  399.00

Please see the chart below to order individual packs.

Each set comes with a management chart for 
tracking the packs—and each child’s progress!

 Take-Home Pack    English    Spanish

Shapes HH561 29.95   HH931 29.95

Comparing Sizes  HH564 29.95 HH934 29.95

Numbers & Counting   HH562 29.95 HH932 29.95

Sorting  HH563 29.95 HH933 29.95

Patterning  HH565 29.95 HH935 29.95

Beginning Operations  HH566 29.95 HH936 29.95

Our Environment  HH560 29.95 HH930 29.95

Five Senses   HH557 29.95 HH927 29.95

Nutrition HH559 29.95 HH929 29.95

Safety  HH558 29.95 HH928 29.95

Rhyming  HH553 29.95 HH923 29.95

Positional Words  HH554 29.95 HH924 29.95

Alphabet Recognition  HH551 29.95 HH921 29.95

Alphabet Sounds  HH552 29.95 HH922 29.95

Opposites   HH555 29.95 HH925 29.95

Sequencing  HH556 29.95 HH926 29.95

AA295 n SCHOOL-TO-HOME ORGANIZER    Projects won’t get lost 
in the shuffle with this handy orga nizer!  It features 2 giant pock ets for 
children’s homework, books and more, each with a blank card in front 
that’s great for com municating information to parents.  There’s even room for 
a student’s name on front!  The 10" x 13" vinyl organizer folds shut with 
hook & loop closures.                                            5.95
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Standard 25.1: Develop Sense of Self (Identity)

Social and Emotional Development

FF922 n ALL ABOUT ME THEME BOX    mCHOKING HAZARD (1,2).  
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Children learn all about themselves…with comprehensive, 
hands-on lessons that span the curriculum! From a mirror and measuring tape to 
photo cards and engaging name puzzles, our theme box is packed with 
materials that help kids discover their own unique traits and talents. Plus, you get 
a guide with tons of involving activities that cover 10 curriculum areas—from math 
to dramatic play. Materials come in a plastic tub.                                         49.95

RA303 n ME, MY FRIENDS & FAMILY PAPERBACK LIBRARY     
From a new baby in the house to a best friend who goes away for the summer, 
our book collection pro  vides a fun & inviting way to explore ideas and 
situations young chil dren encounter every day!  Each book covers a different 
topic—like self-image, friendship & family ties—with engaging stories, simple 
text & delightful illustrations.  12 paperback books.                               82.50

Standard 25.2: Self Regulation

SJ212 n HELP-YOURSELF PITCHERS - SET OF 6    Children prac tice 
serving them selves…with easy-pour pitchers sized just for them!  Six plastic 
pitchers feature secure, snap-on tops with no-splash spouts for easy 
pour ing.  Dishwasher-safe pitchers are 6 1⁄2" tall.  Cup not included.      19.95

LA936 n HYGIENIC TOOTHBRUSH HOLDER FOR 10     
Store toothbrushes in a clean and protective en vi ronment!  Our clear acrylic 
holder has room for 10 brushes, plus space to add labels with each 
child’s name!  17 1⁄2" rack is designed to keep water from pud dling; with 
supplies for hanging.  Brushes not included.                                          44.95

LC170 n PEOPLE SHAPES™ PROJECT KIT    mCHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Children can create self-portraits, storybook characters 
and more!  Includes 24 People Shapes™ in 12 realistic skin tones. 29.95

GG297 n BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT POCKET CHART     
Our handy chart makes it easy to monitor classroom behavior—for up to 30 
students!  Simply write each child’s name on the labels we’ve included and 
slide them into the clear-view pockets…then use the color-coded behavior 
cards to monitor students’ status—in an instant!  19 5⁄8" x 22 3⁄4" chart comes 
with 30 labels, 120 behavior cards & a guide with reproducibles.    21.95
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Standard 25.2: Self Regulation

Social and Emotional Development

RE437 n FEELINGS & EMOTIONS PAPERBACK LIBRARY         
With simple, reassuring language, plus expressive photos & illustrations, this 
collection helps children recognize a variety of emotions—and learn positive 
ways to express their own feelings!  Each book focuses on a different 
topic—from feeling scared to being thankful—with inviting stories children will 
love to hear again & again.  Set of 12 paperback books.                     82.50

LC1184 n  
MOODS & EMOTIONS 
POSTER PACK     
Happy, sad, angry, proud…
these posters help students 
understand & accept a 
wide range of moods and 
emotions!  20 posters are 
de signed to get children 
talking about their feelings.  
With a guide; each poster is 
11" x 16".                   29.95

Standard 25.4:  Pro-Social Relationships with Peers

DD609 n ACTIVE PLAY GAME BOX    mCHOKING HAZARD (1).  
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Everything you need to play children’s all-time favorite 
games—in one incredible, activity-packed box!  You get materials for 6 games: 

• Red Light/Green Light   • Hot Potato • Simon Says 
• Doggy, Doggy, Where’s Your Bone? • Capture the Flag • Corners

The materials come ready to use for super-easy play…and each game includes 
helpful activity cards that provide simple, step-by-step instructions.  Plastic box 
measures 14 3⁄4".                                                                                  39.95

RA131 n DIFFERING ABILITIES PAPERBACK LIBRARY     
Colorful images & engaging text help children learn how people are different—
and also the same!  This collection shows that children of all abilities have a lot in 
common…and helps dispel stereotypes as students learn to understand & 
accept others.  With stories about autism, blindness, asthma and more, these 
12 paperback books are ideal discussion starters.                             84.50

JJ357 n DIFFERING ABILITIES POSTER PACK    Our big, full-color pos ters 
feature posi tive portrayals of people with differing abili ties—from a boy in a wheel chair 
playing tennis to a blind girl reading in Braille.  Set of 18 posters, plus a guide.   
Posters are 11" x 16".                                                                                       29.95
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Standard 25.4: Pro-Social Relationships with Peers

Social and Emotional Development

JJ858 n PRETEND & PLAY TABLE AND CHAIR SET         
With a sturdy de sign, rounded corners & wipe-clean surfaces, our finely 
crafted set pro vides the ideal place for classroom activities and pretend play!  
Wood ta ble has a spa cious top that’s perfect for house play, snack time or ex-
 pand ing class room work space, and comes with 4 wooden chairs in 4 bright 
col ors.  Table is 24"w x 24"d x 23"h; seat heights are 13 1⁄2".  Easy assembly.  
Play dishes and food are sold separately.                                        299.00

 RAINBOW SCHOOL PARACHUTES     
Our rugged school parachutes encourage 
non com petitive, cooperative play.  As children 
make the parachutes billow, they strengthen 
shoulder, arm & hand muscles, refine motor skills 
and develop a sense of rhythm.  The tough, light-
weight nylon parachutes each feature reinforced 
handholds and come in a handy drawstring bag.   

LC4205 n Rainbow Parachute - 6' 
Handholds for 8 children. 19.95
LC4206 n Rainbow Parachute - 12' 
Handholds for 10 children.  (Shown.) 49.95
LC4207 n Rainbow Parachute - 20' 
Handholds for 18 children.  99.95
KM7056D n Parachute Fun CD   
Imaginative parachute activities set to original 
tunes build motor skills.   15.95
BK8736 n Parachute Play    136-page book 
has over 100 fun activities.   12.95

JJ513 n PRESCHOOL TWO-STATION SAND & WATER TABLE   
Our all-weather play table features 2 roomy tubs—so preschoolers can 
explore sand & water at the same time!  The sturdy plastic table has 4 
locking casters for easy transport indoors and out.  Plus, each tub has 
its own easy-access plug for quick and convenient draining.  Table 
measures 46 1⁄2"w x 22"d x 25"h, and comes with a handy top to cover 
the table when not in use.  Easy assembly.                                259.00

Table comes with a handy top.
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•  Be Choosy Be Healthy™  
Teacher’s Guide

• 16 activity cards on a ring

• 3 Choosy Kids music CDs

• 6 posters

• Lunch paperback book

• Foods Photo Card Library

•  Grocery Store Dramatic Play  
Writing Box

• Build-A-Kid Sponge Painters

• 30 plastic play foods

• 10 fruit & veggie beanbags

• 6 vinyl movement mats

• 33" x 50" partner parachute

• 12 activity scarves

• 12 wrist ribbons

• 144 yarn laces

• 3 whisker balls

• Stranz ball

• Easy-Catch Playball

• 2 mesh storage bags

What’s included...

KT1337  •  Be Choosy Be Healthy™ Activity Kit  •  $445.00

Be Choosy Be Healthy™ Activity Kit

KT1921  •  Be Choosy Be Healthy™ Activity Kit Training DVD  •  $49.95  
This comprehensive training video shows you how to integrate the activity kit into your program—step by step!  2 hours and 15 minutes long.

m  WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Item contains small parts and 
small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.
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¡Haga una Comida Saludable!

Actividad 2
© Lakeshore

Make a Healthy Meal!

Activity 2

© Lakeshore

Actividad 1

Boletín #1

¡Le Presento a Choosy!Estimada Familia:

¡Estamos aprendiendo cosas nuevas en la escuela que puede conducir a una vida de mejor salud para su 

niño y para la familia entera! Para llevarnos en la dirección correcta, tenemos un amigo verde y animado 

que se llama Choosy. El nombre de Choosy significa “escoger opciones saludables a menudo, comenzando 

desde niños.” Su nombre está atado a su comportamiento y su mensaje es simple: “Sea ‘choosy,’ sea sano.”

Como un embajador para niños sanos, Choosy desea ayudar a prevenir la obesidad de los niños. Él 

reconoce que las preferencias a los alimentos y a la actividad física se aprenden de otros temprano en 

la vida. Choosy es un buen ejemplo que anima a tomar decisiones saludables. Él ayuda a los adultos a 

facilitar intencionalmente las experiencias de los ejercicios y de la nutrición para que los niños refuerzen 

preferencias saludables temprano en la vida y a menudo.¡En las semanas que vienen, ustedes van a recibir más información sobre Choosy en boletines como 

éste y a través de su niño! Para ayudar a apoyar las nuevas habilidades y el conocimiento de su niño, 

sugeriremos algunas actividades divertidas que su familia puede hacer juntos. Además, ustedes van a 

recibir más información sobre la nutrición y las actividades físicas para que ustedes puedan ayudar a su 

niño a escoger opciones saludables. Incluso le enviaremos algunas recetas para hacer bocaditos nutritivos 

juntos, como éste:

  

Pida que su niño elija un bocadito saludable que le guste a su familia. Ayude a su niño a escribir la receta 

en la hoja adjunta. ¡Entonces, envíe la receta a la escuela con su niño, y la incluiremos en un libro de cocina 

hecho con todas las recetas de la clase!
Sinceramente,

Los Rodillos de Fruta

Lo que necesita: una banana, manzana o pera 
 

mantequilla de cacahuete,   
 mantequilla de almendra o 

 
 queso de crema con poca grasa  

 
cereal de arroz, granola o cereal de  

 
 avena tostada

Como preparar:  1.  Corte la fruta en pedazos de tamaño mediano. 
 

2.  Unte cada pedazo con mantequilla o  
 

     queso de crema.  
3.  ¡Enruedelo en el cereal y goce!Choosy dice: “Cuando crea o sirva los bocaditos, invite a su niño a elegir  

entre las opciones saludables. No agregue las opciones no saludables.”

®

“With this kit, I can incorporate healthy lifestyles and learning in the classroom…and do it in a fun way  
that engages my students.”      ~  Zitoria Kennedy, Teacher, Milwaukee Public Schools

Activity Cards

What teachers say…

Teacher’s Guide
The core of the Be Choosy Be Healthy™ Activity Kit is its comprehensive teacher’s guide. Written in 
clear and simple language, the guide incorporates all aspects of the kit so that you can implement 
the activities with ease.

Helpful teacher tips and 
step-by-step instructions 
make implementation of 
the activities a snap! 

Family newsletters and reproducible 
activities in English & Spanish get the 
entire family involved!

For easy reference, each card 
includes the standards & objectives 
that are targeted by the activity!
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KT1302 n OUTDOOR CLASSROOM LEARNING KIT     
mCHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Create your 
own outdoor learning environment with our ready-to-use kit!  
Developed in collaboration with the California Association for 
the Education of Young Children, our kit is packed with mate- 
rials & easy-to-implement ideas to integrate nature exploration 
into 5 key subject areas:  math, science, language, music and 
art.  Just designate learning areas outside, set up the materi- 
als and your outdoor classroom is ready!  We’ve included 10 
cards with step-by-step instructions for engaging activities—
from an outdoor musical parade to creating a class book 
about plants…sorting & patterning with natural materials…and 
much more.  You get all the materials you need to complete 
each activity, including picture dictionaries, natural building 
blocks, musical instruments & more.  The kit even includes a 
52-page book full of ideas for building an outdoor learning 
area…plus an extensive teacher’s guide with background 
information, activities and reproducible parent newsletters in 
both English and Spanish for at-home learning.      495.00 

Everything you need to create your own outdoor classroom!

Extensive kit has all the resources your class needs to reconnect with nature—including a 
guide with fun reproducibles, an outdoor classroom idea book, activity cards & much more!  



Our Guarantee
“We unconditionally guarantee every item.  If you are unhappy with any item for any reason, return it to us for a full refund or 
exchange.  Your satisfaction is our number one priority!”  -Bo Kaplan, President & CEO

Exclusive Products
We offer thousands of exclusive products, many of them created right here by our on-site product developers.  The products are 
all classroom-tested and designed specifically to meet the needs of teachers and children.

Customized Learning Solutions
We offer customized learning solutions for preschool through elementary grades and beyond!  Whether you want to customize items 
for a specific program or create specialized materials that support your entire curriculum, we can supply exactly what you need!

Value Pricing
We’re committed to bringing you affordable learning materials at everyday low prices…without compromising our  
high standards of quality.

Availability & Delivery
Pick any product…we guarantee it will be in stock for immediate delivery at least 99% of the time.  Talk about service!  Your order 
will be on its way to you within 2 business days from the time we receive it.

Customer Service
We work hard to keep you 100% happy by handling situations before they become problems.  If anything we send is damaged, lost,  
or left out of your order, we’ll replace it immediately.  Just note any inconsistencies on the freight bill prior to signing.   
We unconditionally guarantee every item!  Call us at (800) 428-4414, Mon.-Fri., 6 a.m. to 6 p.m., PST.

Great Online Resources
Our convenient website features classroom planners, product correlations, special offers, and our Classroom Designer… 
a Lakeshore exclusive! 

Questions?
If you have any questions or would like assistance placing an order, contact your Lakeshore Regional Manager!  
Adam Wolff (800) 421-5354 x7803 awolff@lakeshorelearning.com 
Matt Mignogna (800) 421-5354 x7827 mmignogna@lakeshorelearning.com

Lakeshore Learning Materials
2695 E. Dominguez Street 
Carson, CA  90895

Order by phone (800) 778-4456 • Order by fax (800) 537-5403 • Order online www.lakeshorelearning.com

Check out our FREE
online resources and fast, 

efficient ordering!

lakeshorelearning.com
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Connect with us.

What can Lakeshore do for you? You name it!




